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Canticle 1: Song of the Seasons 
 
A day like no other is a day like any other in space-time. Time, time.  
To every thing a purpose. And to each its breath. Life! Such fullness  
in dying! So told You me once. So since have I observed. And learnt.  
 

 
 
 
Canto 1: Spring (for Mum 130415) 
 
(1) 
 
A bell tolls the hour, not once but twice here in the village.  
A village in a forgotten valley, plumb bang on the border  
of Time. Time. Still time. Still. That is how you call the  
 
faithful to prayer. With die Stille. Pur. To every thing a season;  
to every time its place. So counsels the bellringer. Time is a  
space and its shape is round. This You taught. Yes. Once  
 
You taught but now You say I must teach myself – ‘tis the  
season when seeds thrust through the earth, sprout and  
realise their dreams. Wet, such dreams can be – of being,  
 
becoming, coddled by warmth, the damp delection of dirt.  
Yet must I trace the selfsame path to the Light alone? The  
bell rings, continues to ring. No longer an hour low-tolled  
 
but a high insistent ting-a-ling. Come along, come along.  
Make haste, make haste! You don’t want to miss this thing  
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called Spring. Beating, leaping, thrumming – such is my  
 
heart to the roll of its drum. Reaching beyond skin for the  
promise of New Year’s reward – same-same but rendered  
anew. Look here! After all, nor am I alone. Green Man,  
 
bellringer to a broad meadow, arrives. Barefoot, tousle- 
haired; crystal-rimmed are his eyes – like his clothes –  
smaragdgrün. Come, skip with me, says he. Through the  
 
year I shall you lead. Each day the same, shock of the new,  
Nietzsche’s eterno ritorno nought to the wonders of what  
we’ll see. But first to Mother-bough. Confides: For the 
 
Undeparted, flesh is made song at Middle Tree. Nods quiet  
as a nun, taps finger to a knowing nose. Cryptic he may be,  
but also light upon his feet – all-of-a-sudden disappears.  
 
Whence has gone my guide? Did he hurry ahead, perhaps?  
I spin and spy about. But quick-as-a-wink, he leaps out from  
behind a bush with a Halloween-worthy: Boo! Chuckles  
 
chubby as a cherub at the swellness of his joke. Sagacity  
becomes his kind not (rather, crocus blooms burst where  
his heels kiss the earth). And now, happy as a sprite, reaches  
 
to take my hand. I feel the zing of Life course through still- 
sleepy veins at his cry: Wake up! And again: Now wake!  
Gaia’s crèche awaits you where Middle Tree’s roots roost.  
 
The ground gives way beneath our feet, warm winds gush  
generously forth. Buoyed up, hands coupled, our passage  
South is explained. The watch at your wrist shows the way,  
 
he calls over the vast chasm below. Nevertheless, ‘tis no  
journey to undertake alone. Synchronised shall we dive.  
Deep shall be the plunge to Life’s sacred seed, though  
 
fear not when we circulate at lightning speed! Dive we do,  
dear Reader, through a vortex of coiled and whorling thread.  
Spun, spun, whirled and spun; while Wind freely directions  
 
reverse and Earth swallows herself (together with us) back  
to the underground (while I try to reconcile this with the that,  
and still make sense of his words!). No need to hold your  
 
breath, says he, the traverse effortless and dry. It seems he  
has read the panic of my mind. How to survive the density  
of our dear child-bearer? I fear to drown in a quag of clogged  
 
mud! But, albeit damp, air fresh, sweet, clear do I breathe in 
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its stead. Fecund the scent on this journey full-fleshed to  
the Ground whence sentience springs. No dirt in my throat,  
 
no grit in the eyes; neither are limbs left dangling on high.  
We pass through rocks, rapids and more, roots galore, the  
artefacts of human activity; while I shrink from their sight,  
 
overtaken by fright that a collision shall be our undoing.  
Laughs he: Allay your concern! None shall intercept our  
turn – we each have our own trajectory. Grins from ear  
 
to shining ear, hippy-shakes, inverse-jigs, and somersaults  
with Elvish predilection. What a roundabout ride! Till  
finally arrived in a nursery for countless new babes – seen  
 
and unseen alike – rooted, tubered, leafed, legged, finned,  
flippered or winged. The burble of fresh-made song, of  
refrain sung long, greets my unweary ears. Here the place  
 
of stardust cloaks donned, and again for their final shedding –  
stunned am I by the diversity of form and function discerned!  
Yet as sudden as my comprehension, so too does all vanish.  
 
Alone am I; even Green Man has done a bunk. But no  
panic do I feel; suspended in a grail of inner calm, sweet  
Tranquillity deigns my companion of substance become.  
 
The low plash of water, too, can I hear (tantalisingly) near –  
an invitation to further exploration; a single tunnel emerging  
from the pool of underworld night offers to be my guide.  
 
Find the Map Room – a voice purrs in unguarded ear. So you  
may ever return at will to this reservoir of Earthen sanctity. Slow, the  
passage of heel to toe (twinned); feet a-tap to the rhythm of  
 
Shadow’s intuition. A doorway looms; soon upon threshold  
do I stand. Within, completely bare, all surfaces dew-moist,  
glistening with seepage from perennial spring unseen. Yet  
 
map perceived, wall-affixed, safely behind glass (it shan’t be  
deteriorating anytime soon). Soothsay’d, I draw close to its  
wisdom in ink, trace contours to the source of all Sophic  
 
inquiry. Clearly marked, I find, with little red-capped hut  
(standard script of trail icon holds for inner navigators too).  
Acqua Termale – text drafted abreast, both destination and  
 
present location. Says the voice: Look close. Both the way in and  
then out again needs be must be trekked. Some paths impenetrable,  
this I see – blocked, too dense the rock. I read landscapes  
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barren of life as well as death (both share the same breath,  
this I know). One Life, burbles the voice anew, for which there  
is only One Name (yet giving rise to an infinity of same). Ah:  
 
Now I see. How far beyond (so too beneath) the root cascade  
of Middle Tree, connection be forged. From a single source,  
the aquifer of Life, from which all, here-now, gushes forth.  
 
An open rhizome floods the scape; I see lines of flight flow  
(unchecked) through ten thousand glorious dimensions.  
Limitless consistency the name of this plane for ant armies  
 
a-wander at will. Regardless of state, seamless the change –  
one-and-the-same for One Life, so-arranged. In correlation  
intertwined, ever-bound of itself to endless kin, each thread  
 
tight-tied whatever mantle-scurriers cognise (or otherwise).  
Blithely unaware of all the Mother does for the fruit of her  
womb? Part and parcel of the equation. But, once known?  
 
Nay, ne’er forgot. Giles, Felix – did your map deliver such  
wisdom alike? I know you sought, but did you find? Did  
Love guide your way as surely as It handholds mine? To  
 
this, the place? As within so without? As above so below?  
In the little red-capped hut of my Soul? Again speaks the  
oracular tongue: Now you know whence the map lays, now  
 
you know your task, are you ready to live what has been shared,  
participate as a friend to all Life? Show how the cradle is rocked,  
fast-slow as Fate knocks, to drench the world’s watersheds in Joy?  
 
A line long-hooked into my heart now begins to tug, pull  
taut; return to the outset its intent, where a village bell tolls.  
To the geography, sacred, of Gaia’s granite-slashed skin,  
 
full-mapped on her face this majesty within, mirror-image  
of crypt resolute. Such that here in a forgotten valley, deep- 
sunk on the edge of Time, singular pleasure be mine an  
 
account to make of what it is to know; know You. Later to  
return to catacombs, cavern’d lands, flaming torch in hand,  
fixed firm at crux, trail duly kindled as in, out again walked.  
 
Yet patience, Reader; first the Seasonal Song of the surface  
to tell, witness to Life bursting through Beauty’s outermost  
veil from any direction, and all. Here in space-time, where  
 
the whole moves slow, ample shall our immersion be in Grace- 
given flow. And where generosity of spirit (reciprocate) stays? 
Ma oui! Come on, Green Man, let’s get busy with our praise … 
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(2) 
 
Look close, near far, to the horizon and beyond. Longer  
grow the days, sweeter tastes the air. Spring: You slow mover.  
The time it takes to urge your charges awake; the time it  
 
takes to prod, poke life to resurrect. Vertical, your seasonal  
rise from somnambulant slumber; such an effort to traverse  
the steep grades up from valley floor! From the river plains,  
 
low terraces, up creeked slopes, crossed meadows, forests  
and more. How long it takes! Before the knife-slits of cleaved  
canyon put out their welcome sign, before the ridges remark  
 
your return, their high climes to bask so clement too. Sacred,  
this pilgrimage, yours alone to make, on slow migration to  
where the air thins. Winter’s grip hard to loose, we know;  
 
‘tis a snow-shrouded reluctance to share (slim) territory with  
seasonally-adjusted itinerants. And you cannot linger long  
in any event; hurried off by Summer (also brief), single soft  
 
kiss from each of you to alpine skin, then gone. Yet staying,  
ever, always, in the hearts minds souls of witness-bearers all.  
Kept snug in deep-pocketed memory drawers, recounted  
 
in song or painted image till next restored. Faith, Hope, Love.  
Pre-ancient our cognition. Of the ever-reappearance of flesh  
safe-stored at Middle Tree. Undeparted, re-awoken – the song  
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arises, to choral octavic elation, to scale sopranic heights till  
gentiana alpina finally bursts to flame, flares forth. Dear sweet  
blue-throated bugle of resplendence, sentinel of eterno ritorno,  
 
welcomed ephemeral to the highest on high. Our wide smiles  
each year to fresh-behold your personal myth’s bloom, reborn  
from the rhizome of Being. This time as each time – perfect  
 
splinter of the All that yet contains the all of perfect All. And  
there you’ll stay till enough; enough said. That’s enough for  
this year, thank you. So you’ll say, I know, when again the  
 
time comes to bury your floral head. Yes, vertical you arrive,  
Spring, like your sister seasons, first of the two prime movers  
to climb from below while your siblings (to follow) have in  
 
mind to slip-slide down from on high to close the annual tome  
with a sugar-frosted flourish. But now, as new book opens,  
page blank as smooth-trimmed calico, a first eye-beheld  
 
testimony to miracle re-enacted, this dance Gaia makes  
with her lover, Sun, through the spheroid shape of Time.  
Yes. I see you, Sun – warming the base slopes, the lowly,  
 
most humble, how the mists thereof alight from our gorge.  
I see vapour, light as air (Shelley’s nursling in whitewash)  
take flight, like translucent smoke from a forest fire, to veil 
 
Ruscada’s nearside flank on a more than sensuous drift past.  
Such it is when water burns with desire, melting all resistance  
to change. A deep tongue kiss the temptation for Earth to  
 
draw closer on her axis of Hope, tilt toward Sun, on a girlish  
twirl out of hemispheric hibernation. All seen in miniature –  
right here and now. One could say the macro micro-flected.  
 
As still as life can get (therefore) are the clouds a-nest mount’s  
crest this morn. Yet not much below his/her summit shroud,  
all is far from (gently) still – bulbous face etched in skirt folds  
 
vanishing before my gaze. Perhaps tomorrow, eyeless; the  
mouth already begins to droop. A lover once (subtle-) sculpted  
now spurned, discarded. Oh, the sadness of Spring for some;  
 
Time’s shape takes on spectral form! Cold Mountain anything  
but. Death to snow! your rallying cry. And all ripe for wonder  
from my garden nook, at an elevation far from lofty. Nestled,  
 
as it is, within sunlit borders. Buzzing bees. Where flowers frame  
the sky above. Watching, questioning: Where drift these mists if  
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not beyond to Heaven’s blue? There goes pollen in its wake;  
 
even seeds reach, stretch, float-rise to self-made challenge, to  
catch a ride on thermals, a-dream of distant lives. You astral- 
flying wisps of whimsy: Hats off, chapeau! To your desire/chance  
 
to transcend! With a wave to all sedentary cousins, I watch  
them fade to Light, caught between an aeroplane vapour trail  
and Wind-tugged cloud – which horizon to explore? Glory  
 
writ – all Life observed from sky-high and -wide clear window  
on the world. No glass darkly mars my valley view. Felt it is,  
too, the taste of new (season) rimed to skin, bare, a-bask, like  
 
Mamushi on millennial-smoothed stone. Once touched by Sun  
at his vernal zenith, each unfurled leaf’s lust for another fired 
kiss catches me round in its dance (of bliss). Annual promise  
 
(heard/kept): ‘Twon’t be long till two as one unite. Alchemic,  
this reaction. Long-lived the scent caught on Air’s air. Each  
sense receives its full measure – particular to one verily shared  
 
by the all. Taken together, ‘tis nought but simple common  
sense apprehended by the (simple) Commons. Yes, Green Man,  
each day the same, the shock of new as seen anew. Life’s satori  
 
Dogen-unfolded in each sprung blade blessed to sing Your  
luminous praise in shades of lime-spun green. Young Beech  
along the path whispers Hello from its emperor’s new cloak.  
 
While the stand of coquette Birch up at the Alp trills silver’d  
discs (of recent undress) like a concubine’s breeze-blown skirt.  
Oh, how amorous Life can be! The longing to procreate in  
 
Krishna’s Lord of Seasons sees courting Cuckoo croon a  
different tune, no time for monotone’d metronome! Grey  
velvet streak, bullet on the wing – seek your mate, unite in  
 
shared conspiracy, to squirrel eggs into the swaddling clothes  
of oblivious nests ... Now, ‘tis a next-next morn, and a warm  
front wrapped in Old Mother West Wind intent on clean-sweeping  
 
Winter’s cradle. Isobars do not lie; they know the lay of Land  
from their contours of Sky – can tell their own tales of heights  
and depths, like eagles wheeling, soaring, tracing their very  
 
existence in like-minded thermal space. Golden, they are, the  
proud pair cliff-nesting on the ridge above (aptly simply named  
La Creste). Ah, La Creste. A cock’s comb strung like rent ribbon  
 
all the way from della Croce’s cross to Madone. This their feudal   
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domain, and this the place to which we trek to watch a world  
a-melt, drowning our watershed in felicitous rapture. Well done,  
 
world. Once again, well done. See! Dawn on Ruscada. A scoop  
of mango sorbet crowns his/her frozen crest. Oh! To watch the  
world wake up on a day like today. This day like any other;  
 
a day Grace-sent, like any every other. Not a stain on Heaven’s  
face, just the widest bluest smile stretched across Sky’s terrene.  
Apollo, drive your chariot well – neither too fast nor too slow.  
 
Guide this day like all the rest, in its measure, a spoonful of heat  
and light to each in Gaia’s garden while a-croon (to you) their  
Heliotrope’s tune. Yes, the art of doses key but how to deny  
 
the exuberance of a wakening rhizome expressing its collective  
Joy to be, to flow? Each cell a zinging synapse of synchronicity!  
Time to take my observer’s eye up through the forest at hamlet’s  
 
back to the creek which always runs clean. Whatever the day,  
night, time of year, our torrent leaps, skips, from cascade to  
cascade, a-roar, a-rumble, a-tumble – ‘tis a star-spangled quarry  
 
of smoothed stones down there, obsessively washed (like Perdita  
her pantheon of pups). I walk the path, a-scuff through Autumn’s  
leaf litter. Here the play more light than shade within a copse of  
 
giants slow to wake. A sudden gust whips round the bend. They  
don’t call it willy-willy here but still the same wrapt-spun effect;  
still the sight of seasons-trawled debris lifted, twirled, dervish- 
 
danced across the trail, down over the lip of bank to be dropped  
in sparkling stream. Limp there to lie, spent; so-short a life after  
death (their lament). A moment long, nought more, a breath’s  
 
length brief in millennial time clocked till roused by Wind’s  
(twisted) logic. Unremarked, unremarkable – so announces  
forest jackhammer, apt drum-master to a water-logged fate.  
 
But look, you’ve woken Frog with your machine-gun tattoo.  
With a squelch and a wriggle, resuscitates she (herself) from  
hibernal mud, plops forth, cleans her whistle, begins to spawn,  
 
announces to the swirl in her wake a joyous homecome to sea.  
So is my homecome herald signed in language dusky pink  
and grey (from a catchment soon to sleep). Backlit by Sun’s set,  
 
barely glimpsed toward far ridge, a conference of cumulus in  
session – you moths, whereto flies your flame with tales beyond 
of twilight zone? Hurry, hurry now before ‘tis lost past (last) 
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horizon’s shift that I shall leave you to transcend alone, your  
somewhere over (Dorothy’s) rainbow, while I stay in witness  
of folds fading to night. No forgotten valley this for first Star of  
 
evening illumining ablutions as we ready for bed. Goodnight  
Comino, farewell Ruscada, to Onsernone all I send blessings this night,  
till our next-shared new-magic morn (surely) dawns as bright.  
 
 

 
 
 
(3) 
 
Tell me, Reader, is it hard to imagine the tales of which I tell?  
When the tape, spooled, rewinds to beginning, for the year  
to start over with a same-again flourish? Reel me in, hook  
 
line sinker, from the sea. I relish this fish-caught feel. The  
scent on the air, the kiss of warm Sun, each a wafting bench- 
marker of Spring-creep. Like the sound of Woodpecker who 
 
scales a scarred trunk to where tasty morsels dwell just beneath  
bark. Hard strikes the pound-hammer at his personal fun fair.  
Rhythm swift, undaunted, eager the anticipation, memory  
 
of unfull belly blissfully in lust of sustenance afresh. Longing,  
emptiness (in any form) so-brought to the tummy-rumble of 
desire, can push anyone toward productivity, proclivity to take  
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to the pilgrim path. Thus are we too called up and out of  
village, up the back of the beast (Pino his/her name), first  
trek of New Year to see how the valley’s fared. The mount  
 
in question behind our usual southward gaze, a survey roost  
from which Gaia’s whole (in part) may be inspected with our 
landlocked eagle’s eye. Climbing only so far as safe to venture  
 
this early in the season, to stocktake a Winter just been. Easter  
tolls the annual bell; whether late or no’, ‘tis time to take time,  
to discover how fair the slope (we fare), if indeed ‘tis possible  
 
to summit this (low) summit. Keen to deliver our State of the  
Union address, catalogue sights both un- and seen. Today  
the day chosen then. Neither too early a rise or ambitious  
 
a start, we look (first) from bed to Sky, Land, Ruscada’s ridge  
white-plumed, slopes steel-belted. Let Sun warm the object  
of our quest and each his bones first with a stroll down the  
 
path below church to the bakery for a basket of breakfast.  
Warm, fat-filled, washed down with mesmeric coffee (slow- 
sipped) just the sticky ticket to clear somatic cobwebs away.  
 
Yes, the wake up slow; the talk, too, low; activity, as well,  
be hushed – reverential the pace of our this-day’s birth.  
And gradual, the readying of all for trek – stow of picnic  
 
and binding of boots, backpack click-clacked at waist, dog  
tethered into place at the end of his long-strung bow. Pulled  
from civilisation (are we), orbit of knowledge hewn in stone,  
 
tenuous thread of centuries held snapped (once the forest is  
breached). A traverse beginning with Hesse’s Stufen directly  
outside the cottage door. How serendipitous his Zauber of  
 
Life’s yonder and within right here on the threshold of home!  
Call heard, heeded, from a wilderness of well-guarded and  
-guided hearts, to explore, tread by tread heights toward  
 
the source. Begin we do, then, first toddler steps taken from  
Casa to chapel where a Virgin, veiled, nestles on Chestnut  
fringe, gatekeeper to beyond. Madonna in sculpted profile,  
 
slim bell-roped tower besides. She knows how the cord thins  
and frays with each (next) foot placed, till we are gone, past,  
Time crossed and stilled amongst the Chestnut burrs, Beech –   
 
scuffed leaves and silence – backgrounded by meltwater rush  
from the roiling creek below. To enact its gravity-fed passage  
in reverse, this our family’s watershed traverse. Each remarks  
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the change without within his personal reverie, including  
hound. Like all others this one humoured by sacred ritual –  
the marking of territory (work which cannot be delayed),  
 
holy water priest-splashed on each tempting tuft of grass  
(albeit within leash reach). Scent both test and quest until  
the rusted bridge leaping frigid torrent signals contested  
 
territory (Emmi her name). Inaudible the sigh – last wee  
before oblivion. Fortuitous, of course, that now the path  
veers, starts to climb, steeply, through Beech Oak Birch  
 
and ever more Chestnut. Here can be read all manner of  
histories, alternate species, in each sniffed scat, trail crossed.  
Only some (apparently) require messaged return, while our  
 
tramping boots remaining traces fill in the stamp of echoed  
Time. Percussive beat, tapped to tuning fork of taut-strung  
hearts, pulling onward, upward – a-spiral through verdant 
 
heavens, Hesse at our ascending side, his each beginning  
begun anew. Not far to Alp, little more than half an hour  
from creek crossing with steady foot planted ahead of, and  
 
above, its twin – all make their own way. Till the meadow,  
snows long thawed but grasses still bent double. Frost burnt,  
nights yet cold. Greeted by ungulates from the farm across  
 
the gully, crossing made as a daily constitutional in between  
(mandatory) spells of ruminant contemplation. Slit-eyed,  
beard-tufted; coarse their Sun-baked sturdy (black) hides.  
 
Oh, how life-filled Life can smell! Like cheese, precognition  
of regular purchase from farmhouse door come Summer’s  
return. But now, first picnic beckons to the meadow’s ridged  
 
spine (where shy valleys call from either side); the clutch of  
stone barns passed a mere shamble of ruins (save one with  
tarp for a roof) and the (next) small shrine to Madonna –  
 
fresco-cracked, plaster-shred. In the lee of a row of self-seeded  
Oak, beneath a clump of Birch already in bud, we temporary  
miner’s camp decree, aglow at their promise of full pastel  
 
leaf within weeks, ready to breeze-flutter like Tibetan prayer  
flags, carry hopes for Peace, Compassion, through the rumpled  
quilt of peaks and troughs as far as the eye can see from here.  
 
Foregrounded we count species already awake – two furry  
caterpillars, a first grasshopper, some random hoverflies –  
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till tugged to look further, past the split gorge – della Croce  
 
at the end of rambunctious La Creste, from this perspective  
for all the world like a breadknife in need of smoothing to  
a more functionally acceptable blade. Time slows, skips or  
 
hiccups depending on Cuckoo’s metronomic mood (whether  
in song or beating an Edinburgh-worthy tattoo). All of a  
sudden sandwiches disappear, Dr Wander’s Zauberschokolade  
 
vanishes at the flick of a wrist. Time to engage the serious  
pursuit of ascendency. Herr Hesse: Are you ready? Our  
resolve needs be must be steady, considered, through this  
 
last long slope of finality. For, as we climb, so we know  
Winter remains; trust we must to Life’s free-flow (full)  
through veins to carry us on, as you did (still do) in text  
 
(and beyond). Bound together in Life, this time in this  
skin – Body Mind Soul, triumvirate of filial kin. You, Body,  
enabler of effort, chariot along my Way. You, sounding  
 
the base note of capability, stout helpmate to re-growing  
Soul’s beauteous wings (as Socrates gracefully explains to  
a dear, though speechless, Phaedrus). You, together with  
 
the mantras of Mind, its little blue engine I-think-I-can’s,  
hereby tasked (contract eagerly signed) to bring Soul aloft  
this high hill with all cells singing in concert. Life’s operatic  
 
Joy energy-filled and -fuelled – ‘tis a collective of variables  
(naturally) weighted in favour of success. Yet slow shall the  
going go, picking our way up said mount, the narrow path  
 
hugging steep incline through the raft of Larch donating  
him/her their name. Once, long ago, when naming desired.  
No small feat, these feet to plant where they are deemed  
 
required. Stability, sobriety – these the qualities we need  
across landslipped- and avalanched-grades. But shall I  
add Courage to the list, first of all qualities according to  
 
gravelly-voiced Churchill? Not ours, particularly, but all  
Life’s at the hand of Fate’s Lawinen ever-launched down  
this flank. Flailed, flailed, flailed again over the years it’s  
 
been (meeting the requisite angle with ease). Crossing a scene  
of renewed destruction, I feign to hear the whumpf of collapsing  
slope, the tearing of each trunk from base as layer upon layer  
 
of snowpack catapults through, severing limbs from rooted  
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lives. Slow our progress, climb within a climb; leg over, crawl  
under, scramble round. Dislodge, disturb the purity of fresh 
 
graveyard not. Time aplenty to greet the souls of these dead,  
commune with spirit of place, honour lives spent, courageous 
in the face of certain demise, salute stoic (upright) bearing.  
 
Oh, would you have faced them on the beaches, whether  
foreign or familiar land, likewise with cigar in stout and  
smoking hand? Yea, the life force strong. Resolute it goes on;  
 
creative lust fuelled at Armegeddon as surely as any other 
locale. Solidly the forest stands, weathers every wuthering 
season. Decades pass and still they know the drill. But:  
 
Look here – snapped virtually in two, Larix decidua clings to  
Hope by the merest string of sinewed spine. Ah, dear sister –  
a tsunami of crystalled white may have torn out this heart,  
 
yet still you heed first tasks of your kind; branches fruiting  
with buds, the foretaste of raspberries or a girl’s swollen  
nipples. But can you sustain the call? Will these sweet-balled  
 
cones make harvest by Autumn’s gold? True nature it is to try.  
But triumph? That is in the lap of the gods, or interdependent  
co-arising, whichever penchant a juror brings to the Court  
 
of Time in review of such brazen evidence (of vibrant folly),  
of fresh mergence each countless generation to come (surely  
at least as many as have been). Harsh though, this particular  
 
Winter’s toll. Clear do I see where an ice world does higher  
linger, white woollen beanie pulled low o’er Pino’s ears. I’m  
not going anywhere soon, said, lower lip thrust slushily out.  
 
A process of accretion these past months – cold-wide as it  
is snow-long – needs pause in the script before transposing  
one state with another. Time’s arc must travel further still  
 
till Spring hangs out here her ephemeral shingle. So it is  
as we make the last pull to ridge. Angling upward, ever  
upward, should take half an hour, nought more. Sober as  
 
we are, our ponder long (at where to step) and progress  
thereto twice the length in time while distance just as short –  
the toil of thick crust; no impression in this series of Wind- 
 
sculpted contours to show where a path may once have been.  
Yet God in His Grace has brought a solitary wanderer into  
our orbit, an itinerant passing through since last snow dump,  
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track imprinted, solid-frozen, long-lived. Wolf: You shall  
be our guide, in your steady stride shall we trust, proud as  
punch to follow your lead, the straight path to weave, line  
 
of least resistance to summit and beyond. The tree line  
retreats, only some more metres more. Last flourish, now  
done. We are up, and into Air. Unbesmirched, the (white)  
 
icing on this, our springtime wedding cake. Marriage altar,  
fore and aft, no boot or snowshoe print does my eye perceive.  
Even Wolf’s (pictogram) etched as far as needed but no  
 
further, it seems. As sudden as appeared likewise vanished.  
Whisked skyward by beckoning cloud, perhaps? Come on,  
I’ll give you a ride north. Let’s be gone. Up last elevation,  
 
then, are we alone, in full sight of stone giants to the South,  
settled on the rim of Holy Grail as if at the midway point of  
a conference of elites (each a worthy Simorgh), note-taking on 
 
behalf of the Chair. Suddenly, the shout of Eagle! bursts  
from someone’s lips (as we surf the rippling crest), while my  
giddy rejoinder: Well of course! Expectation met by you,  
 
sentinel to these mountain gods, despatched to regard first  
pilgrims’ weary progress. An expansive Gefühl this feeling I  
feel as Wind delivers your swooped request: Do you come  
 
bearing gifts? Nein, our reply: Unless you count witness, awe,  
Love, surrender to Nature’s supremacy. On bended knee  
do we cry: Hello the House! Greeting thee who circle with  
 
keen eye, to see who’s scaled your fortress walls, forded your  
frozen moat. Ah, I see the nod of recognition reciprocate. It’s  
you again, remarked, first of the two-legged species (unwinged)  
 
to make the trek. But harken – your mate has now arrived  
to soar and dive, draw close to examine our four-legged member  
of tribe. Is this to be your sacrifice? Up she skims away again.  
 
Good eating? Perchance. About the size of a lamb, granted,  
but worth the trouble? Manic barking has the tendency to  
disturb the sanctity of sky-high-wide soft-feathered silence.  
 
A-bank, a-soar – so do we see the lovers at play; an aerial salute  
more winning than any military fly-past. Dip-rippled wings,  
flexed and fanned by turn, now to up-glide before wheeling a 
 
vertical dive. Pull out, pull out! scream these PC-9 transmissions  
on the breeze of rising tide. Suspended in non-Time, Heaven’s  
sigh tugs us nearer. Can we ever have enough of Your Glory?  
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Return to Me, You said. And yes, I have. This New Year, to  
this same saddle, cap smoothed and moulded by Ice Age’d  
blanket. Once. I can’t see its end, indeed, in time or space;  
 
how it stretched all the way to Milano regardless how I squint.  
Yet I feel its buoyant updraught bear us across a now-lived 
sea of Wind-whipped white (save the grey of granite shrine)  
 
to rustico ruin whose (mercifully) snow-free stoop our foot- 
weary terminus ad quem shall be. Several hours have we been –  
a-wander, a-clamber, a-climb. No matter the welcome from  
 
millennial-strung and hearty glacial hug (ardent in desire,  
whitecaps sent skating all along these frozen valley heights),  
stone walls remain to enfold us. A second picnic do we thus  
 
enjoy (this time starting with Dr Wander) in contemplation  
of Aussicht pur – vista stretching far South, cloud-sheltered;  
each ridge etched its own subtle shade in an infinite Pantone  
 
study of proprietary colour space (in short, a multitude of  
star-silvered greys). Gridone and her sisters, high wild majesty  
embraced, cragged profiles softened by a mist of Sky’d crowns.  
 
All this against Pino, our white-on-white foreground. Mesmerised,  
bewitched – in thrall to Gaia’s magic writ true on a more than  
fabulous face. Yet still the world melts (somewhere, if not here).  
 
Fast or slow. On, on it shall go. Till complete. Till all the rivers  
run, as one, to the sea. Only now do I see, their heads barely  
afloat, three gold-leaf sentieri on a post by the shrine, offering  
 
as many routes home as there are marks on unprimed canvas.  
None visible of course, deep-buried; yet in mind, if not heart,  
I play at medieval Zen master, excavate a cryptic hole in  
 
deep unfurrowed snow. Having no destination I am never  
lost, I declare (as he). Each way could be the one, some  
simply a little longer than the others – in space and/or time.  
 
The family takes a vertiginous leap, off and into the Void.  
A curved path prithee straight by any other name, you know  
(I remind with a logic as linear as Shakespeare’s smelly rose).  
 
One day shall find us homecome. So-promises the Universe as  
well as lowly I. One day it shall be. One fine fine day. When all  
the rivers run – know, that we shall be homecome, to the sea … 
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Canto 2: Summer 
 
(1) 
 
What to say that hasn’t been said by countless souls in  
countless ways (including myself) before? What to read,  
for you, dear Reader, that hasn’t been read (in those  
 
same countless forms) all told? Yet Spirit, renewed, with  
each passing breath sees anew each moment in time.  
And the praise bursting forth from Spirit-licked lips  
 
delights in chanced sharing, in rhyme. So once again  
it is to Green Man I turn, my master of seasonal dance.  
Curtsey to his stately bow, grin our solemn-agreed vow.  
 
Whence I’m caught roundabout in an Irish-merry jig  
(together to twirl through Mann’s magic mountain’d  
world), thereto behold Euro-Summer-Time writ slow.  
 
Slow? Yes. Paradoxical, what? But that is the nature,  
the particularity witnessed when considering Onsernone’s  
booked hours. Says she (with all authority of her station):  
 
Stand still, Time, and tell all who watch that change creeps slowly  
along my gorge. Even now, on this, our Midsummer’s Day.  
Where dreams linger long, where all lie abed, curled in  
 
the crook of benevolent arm as heat slowly builds – inner,  
outer … La Creste’s resident raptors equally climb, silently  
circling their way to kiss shining Sun while fleet-of-wing  
 
Swifts seem intent on squealing Joy ever-over in synchronised  
wheel round our proud bell tower. No need for me to move  
to survey all awake this morn – the languor of bed makes  
 
a perfect watchman’s post. ‘Tis an anchorite’s anchorage,  
a hermit’s hermitage, a ten-foot-square hut replete with  
to-die-for contemplative view. Cold Mountain (far from,  
 
this season of slow bake), mirror to my equanimous gaze.  
Confides: Through your eyes, I see. And do you like what  
you see? (is the query in return.) The All of the One? You –  
 
Hidden Treasure in plain human sight? A question of  
semantics, nought else. Light shines bright, everlasting,  
each speck of creative dust irradiate with Love (whether  
 
the size of an ant or vast giant’s hand) (just ask black-eyed  
Samir, he knows). Time to cloud-surf Love (Green Man,  
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Ruscada, and I – trio of yodelling Joy-weavers); past non- 
 
existent walls from here to there, to any-valley-where,  
greeting all Onsernone souls met on the way. Blessing itself  
the Way, the Tao. The Truth. The Light. This fact have  
 
we surmised on travels far and wide, field-researched with  
a predilection to share what we know (in ink). Mountain  
above as mountain below; I feel the strength of Love’s  
 
filled tome (expressed in stone). Sentience becomes your  
skin well, dear peak, broad as breaching whale, glacier- 
glatt and warm. Such it is to be – Sky-ferried to the One.  
 
Indeed Mum said Dad said that Sky-borne he felt closer  
to You, close enough to touch. We each have a connective  
thread (home), hooked heart to breathing heart. Each step  
 
brings me closer, each cloud buoys me higher. Till I sit  
atop your grass plateau in perfect peace, sunk deep. Yes,  
deep-sunk am I in millennial (sidereal) skin, loving to rest  
 
in you, just as I feel you feel it too, blessed by silence (loud),  
suffused in smaragd-lustred shroud. Homecome to resonant  
hum, expanded (wide) from sated sigh, a bubble-blown  
 
membrane stretched to distant threshold (implied), till the  
whole (courted) world caught up in our delight – dancing  
the Maypole, blissfully bobbing about, laughter playing  
 
catch with each stardust speck encountered in space (via  
loving embrace), transformed in an instant to fireflies of  
blessing with a wet and sloppy kiss (via the ping of Green  
 
Man’s magic thring). In such delectable company do I  
wake to our new-dawned Summer’s morn (dream dreamt  
to dream lived), to immediately remark: What now do I  
 
spy with this little eye from wide window on the world?  
A snatch of sky, a plinth of cliff, a tousle of trees, a bell of  
iron, a chapel spire, a stone-clad roof, an ancient wood  
 
beam, a (newer) wrought rail – all crying: Awake! in a Babel- 
fest of tongues. Alright, alright! my more than willing reply  
(complete with leap from bed to throw open said balcony  
 
door). In streams a stream of curtained cirrus-wisps, Heaven- 
sent heavenly scent. No more or less than Jasmine’s last night’s  
welcome fresh-arisen from lush garden below. Not till half-ten  
 
each eve does she clear her throat, sing out her Nightingale’s  
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Ode to Sky. We each have our habits and this, perchance,  
is hers. How lucky am I that so long an aria lingers! That  
 
her star-shaped flowers intuit the will to share with any,  
all fresh-faced babes a-dawdle on stone-flagged stairs, at  
turns of paths to nowhere (special), in perfume-drenched  
 
Reise, in Zen-infused cups of (drunken) Green Man’d tea.  
Already the blue of Sky pale, drained of moisture, strained  
with heat, light, stretched to breaking point. Thus set is the 
 
clock of Mountain-Valley-Time, a strictly-Summer subtle  
rhythm and hum perceived by the sensitively tuned of ear.  
A couple of seasonal rules to duly impart (recommended  
 
by locals to the gaggle of mad dogs and Englishmen who  
turn up from time to time). If you want to be out, about,  
or there’s anything needs doing, start early, get it done,  
 
properly dusted (preferably pre-dawn). Otherwise? Chill –  
literally, metaphorically, as well as anywhere in between  
(in my case, the sheets). Why not a whole day siesta to  
 
tempt the lazy gene? So-stripped of guilt by the counsel  
of aeon’d valley sages, nothing for it but to lie abed and  
let senses do the walking through Summer’s routine, daily  
 
at play in the theatre of a mind. Around eight of the clock,  
so-strung, it usually kicks in – the bakery run, first chopper  
of the day, PostBus heading down to ol’ Locarno town.  
 
No need of pocket watch to dictate the tick of tock. There’s  
waking to sunrise (lascivious slap to Ruscada’s flank), and  
always the peal of Sunday bells. From which said ‘slow’  
 
(slowly) unfolds, unspools up valley road. By 9.30 the baker’s  
reached Russo and her mid-morn coffee rush. (Indeed all 
seen with eyes wide shut.) Slow, the wend of tar along the  
 
ribbon’d ledge of road that hugs Onsernone’s (curvaceous)  
near side; slow, the crinkle of her secrets unwrapped – like  
the progress of sentieri where ne’er all is revealed till round  
 
the next (next) bend espied. Slow, yes, the start of day; the  
beat of metronome (once begun) sees fit to wind up (rather  
not down) with advent of built heat (and with it, Act Two) –  
 
nimbus heads and winged chorus of cumulus (a-cumul’d);  
cottonwool’d – a veritable series of fairy-floss towers a-sprout 
from the ridge (set design managed by twilight’s Act Three).  
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Slow the rise of misted heat a-swirl about the high cliff  
walls. Till fast their cappuccino froth floats over, above.  
Lip tripped, slipped, sprung; bubble burst by della Croce’s  
 
cross and the scent of damp earth to bring us to bed ...  
Ah, at last! Here he comes in black red white, this guy  
who loves to fly – skating the treetops, sinking the gorge,  
 
plunging rotors hand-twisted round. The beat of steel  
wings and a heartfelt full throttle – shared vortex spin;  
he and metal bird two as one become. Yet slow the flight  
 
of heavy-bricked load up to the Alp on high. The groan  
of engine: Should we all come out and push? But once  
rendezvous reached, released to two-legged worker bees  
 
a-buzz in the meadow, with a handy thumbs-up? Then  
fast the freefall, you can hear the (chopper’s) whoop as  
over the pass it skims – that slip of gut (mine if not its)  
 
catches me every time. A brief hiccup in script, Reader,  
but now do we return to now, and: Slow, our lizard valley  
warming to Sun’s first embrace. Like every other day,  
 
I know she wakes slow, silent, in cream-peach’d dawn,  
first peck reserved for Ruscada’s perennial fontanelle – 
soon followed by a flood of molten gold down the slope;  
 
a-rush, each tree light-blessed and -drenched in heartfelt  
Namaste. Reverential the ritual, each routine’d morn. And  
I, mute participant-witness from devout window on world,  
 
likewise enjoined in long-sung millennial song, in thrall to  
Sun’s smoothed and kneaded welcome (daily fresh-baked).  
Preceding (of course), birds begin their twitter; later, bees  
 
their buzz, and finally ‘tis we human lizards, in cold-blooded  
skins (the artefacts of our own making) who begin to shift,  
stir in the realm of audible sound. Thus do I hear with  
 
this little ear (rather than spy with my little eye) the creak  
of gate (postie-delivery); the squeak of wheel, turn of cog,  
shift of hand (now the bell will chime). On cue, an engine  
 
cranks over and someone heads down the hill (four wheels  
to the floor) while a ute reaches the church dead-end to  
disgorge its clanking contents. Soon enough brushcutters  
 
whir to life to drown the clip of clickety hand shears (as  
well as swish of meditative scythe in neighbouring meadow  
to the right). Yet, just as abrupt, smoko decreed for boyz  
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embalmed in sheaths of sweat. A lighter (flicked) ricochets  
from stone wall, rebounds as echo shunted to where (prone) 
I (still) lie abed. A reluctant breeze delivers the requisite  
 
pall in its wake, and attempts to compete with Jasmine’s  
feminine thrall. Oh, never mind. Brief moment of blessed  
silence the sum total of said action. No sound accompanies  
 
whimsy’d Butterfly’s flight, nor Hydrangea’s luxuriant  
unfurl – colours alive in patchwork’d sewn light (many  
souls a-swirl in single stunning voice). Crimson blue lilac  
 
white – eagerly rejoice from lime-filled throat. Our cicada- 
crammed verge needs be must do their talking. And  
chat they do (the whole season through), in thrumming  
 
percussive persuasion: Yea! Summer is here, bunt-packaged  
as e’er, celebration of momentous occasion! Not that I  
weary of amply chirred song, but it does stretch (the day)  
 
long from sunrise to heat-hazed set (and beyond). Merciful,  
(thus) the hush in staccato’d wake, when darkness dares its  
outreach to starlit night-vision. This the time of discern of  
 
waterfall’s churn from portico to ravine. Down down it 
spills to gorge, an Olympic dive below (slapping all surfaces  
found save its own). In abseiled leaps, and gulps, bleats  
 
and burps, (my) Soul canyons apace (helmet strapped firmly  
in place) – the object of pursuit one minute bubble blown,  
before dissolution catches both of us in Being’s limpid ocean.  
 
Now. New quarry of witness: (Eaves-) dropping fun on  
Family Owl’s (night-) daily whim. Dad keen on hunting,  
Mum scouts the forest fringe, while Junior eschews the safety  
 
of nest for a first solo flight (unsupervised). Off he tumbles  
in a frenzy of flaps – from stone minaret to lofty pine spire.  
Look at me! Look at me! crick-cracked in delight (post- 
 
breathless relief of what actually achieved). Mum come!  
Come now! insists he. Aren’t you clever? her coo’d reply.  
Alright, off home (where gentle lullaby crooned to coddled  
 
Kind). Phew! All this effort has muted his voice. Peace once  
more the village cloaks. Slow-silent, hushed, is die Stille  
in this place stilled in Time, where distilled are memories  
 
made as much as those to come. Slow too the flow of  
stream sublime (hardly profane can any spring be, sprung  
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from source, blessed hinterland’s course). ‘Tis neither the  
 
season of thaw nor leaf-littered rains, hence the constant  
flow, everlast slow – gentle-strong in same Atman’d breath,  
like warm winds a-wu-wei over smoothed mountain crest.  
 
Think: Millions of years of slow it took to sculpt the ten  
thousand things. Miracle of Life: So many creatures who  
call Gaia home! First an electric blue damselfly, next a  
 
bronze-winged butterfly visit Marianna’s garden; the latter  
settling on a turquoise cap while her spotty black-white  
cousin prefers a plain linen shirt. Only half-camouflaged  
 
can he be amongst the flecks and specks (of granite grit  
from an excursion to sit creek-side). Look: A ladybeetle  
a-top my parchment page. Toddling her thirteen spots  
 
over, round, under, about. But not as exciting a narrative  
as hoped; spreads gauze wings, takes she to flight again.  
(I must apologise; critics are so seldom satisfied.) Still: 
 
The remark stands. That slow runs Time’s hourglass –  
evolution, growth, changing births to deaths, wheel spun  
afresh, nurtured, cradled by nursery Universe-wide and  
 
-high right here (in Marianna’s temple-garden). Slow too  
the making of love of beasts – observing the fixed-fastness  
of small-winged moths, union-locked on dandelion head,  
 
immobile to the point of perpetual pause. Are they dead?  
queries Child swelled by concern. No. Each species loves  
differently, of this I am sure. So come, Time, ‘tis your turn:  
 
Tell. Tell it well – what you’ve seen, in record of witness.  
Chronicler of latitude longitude depth height breadth in  
the midst of our wondrous world. Slow, you say? Always  
 
ever so slow?  The rhythm never fails; regular as heartbeat,  
Cuckoo’s clock-chime or Woodpecker’s pound of sturdy  
bough. Regular the discipline of Life lived in, around, and 
 
of you, Time. Slow – the ritual carving of mighty mount;  
as well the slash delivered to gorge in its pooling wake,  
dreams of what become could (would) lain latent in secret  
 
streams. Secrets Ash too knows (in situ), but was (its) this  
life’s choice of brook-bound home sufficiently rational,  
thought through? A slim crevasse encountered in rock,  
 
root-split wide; now thirty centimetres of stubborn sapling  
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trusts to no more than knuckle-gnawing Hope. But tell me,  
Time, could you slow even more? So we may take a teeny  
 
tiny peek (at less-than-snail’s pace) in the further delight to  
explore? Could your cogs we inspect at the level of a breath,  
or beat? Could you wait a tick (tock) for me to lean in a bit, 
 
further deeper, thereby the better to learn? For instance:  
How slow Humanity’s happenstance in this particulate-  
rendered space? Wind water rock forest vale, life forms  
 
without end – I hear they walked out of this valley long 
centuries ago. But only after having fully walked in. And 
the outing such that Diaspora scattered (four corners,  
 
and all that) to dear Wind. While on it went here, without  
(presence a mere blip on Longevity’s radar burped up from  
chthonic source). Slow did the work continue, sandpaper- 
 
smoothing each rock face, deep-grinding (like Mulino’d  
polenta), eroding countless kernels to farina’d earth; as  
slow as the turn of millennial millstone yoked to the world  
 
since birth. Lo and behold – who could imagine fine dust 
in granite’s solid stead? Worn down to beds for steadfast  
trees (foliage stretched liberally between moss-pillowed  
 
sheets), sheafs of finite plates in pointed decay. Farewelled  
death of one, new life for the next, with a goodnight and  
good luck, Godspeed and all that. Queried: When will you 
 
each come again? And in what new perfect form? What  
perennial renewed dress foreseen for endless sentience  
without end? Round, round, and round turned afresh.  
 
Brimful with nought but Life, sacred Life! Yea – Time  
Time, chime your bell; Time Time, I’ll tell you my plan;  
Time Time, call the hour; call the faithful to prayer,  
 
to the tall church tower, standing ever-steady and slow;  
to embrace the now, ever-new now, in knowledge of what  
(ever) full-known. First (part of) Song done; here we come  
 
to watch memory watch (watch the work of slow). Slow as 
young Birch never questioning its ability to climb from soil- 
inlaid tiles atop tumult of brass. Believes he in Zen master’d  
 
command: Wherefore to go from hundred-foot pole? Higher,  
still higher! (the answer required) (where Swallows swirl in  
the wake of such (in) stability of form). Wind-buoyed; so too 
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aether-suspended and calendar-crushed – all on a Way to  
Summer-slow transcendence. Slow’d, the hush heard, of all 
movement muted, all sound returned to the silence of Void,  
 
the four-beat rest at Beethoven’s Ninth’s end. As does my fey  
philosopher’s pen give pause. Drawn (again) to (slow-) wonder:  
If all sound returns to One, then where does the One’s One go? 
 
 

 
 
 
(2) 
 
We humans, such silly creatures, describing this or that  
feature of our Earth-bound Eden we’re privileged to  
sensorially witness (arousing curiosity, intriguing the  
 
little-used wonder-gene within). When shall we enjoin  
the dance of Life herself instead of observing from (forest)  
fringe (like timid wallcreepers), intellectually verbose to  
 
boot? When shall we stop analysing, probing, seeking  
to interpret each new-born clue; rather immerse in the  
stream as you do, dear Kinder of Gaian dream? Why  
 
(also, actually, when) did we effect a separation so clean  
that ken (felt-sense) struck dumb by all beheld? When  
did we self-splice off from beauteous harmonious living  
 
whole? When did we think we could/should go it alone,  
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masters of destiny – our own as much as yours, sweet  
fellow entities? See the problems caused? The dilemmas  
 
encountered and dead-ends forged? All our own making  
yet this our dear Mother inherits, long-suffers, bears on  
to unembittered end. Yes, ‘tis true. Unembittered she  
 
spins, on her axis of Hope, though I (for one) can hear  
the (wailing-keening) tears, the wrenched harmonics  
of a sphere far from balanced (at heart). Thus do I ask:  
 
When did we stop listening to the counsel of grave Elders,  
the collective wisdom of ones at rest in and under Gaia’s  
skin, having seen (with eyes unclouded) the Truth of  
 
each small cog in a living breathing system? When did  
we grow so proud to rip the spanner from the guiding  
hand of design, throw it smack-bang into the belly of  
 
the works without so much as an: Ooops (or a: Sorry)?  
We thought (still think) we could never be bested, thought  
(still think) our methods tried and tested, thought (still  
 
think) the doomsayers all jesters. Cry of the Earth? we 
scoff, we blind as well as deafened (by our own chest- 
pounding rants) ... Enough. Enough of the diatribe, of  
 
guilt puked on behalf of my latter-day species. Ancestors  
knew, still know. While Descendents wring their (future- 
shock) hands for what they never know they’ll surely miss.  
 
Yet still reigns Hope; always ever Hope when God-granted  
Faith and Love radiates from the core of Soul, seam of  
molten gold gifted with bounty, our generous All. Oh, to  
 
return to the real and the true! To sit a-garden, participant- 
witness to view, to what I hope, pray my children’s children’s  
eyes, on and on, may also see (feel, touch, taste, hear, smell),  
 
not only with physical sense, but deep-embedded, heart-  
intense, font of liquid light flown free. Concurrent, though,  
I feel the rent in Gaia’s gut slice wide my sapiens stomach;  
 
living her body’s pain at the hands of my kin as shame.  
Embodied, they call this knowing, micro-macro-twinned.  
(Some days worse than others, granted. Some days shared  
 
grief do we purge as Kali’d fury, literality of vented spleen –  
earthquake, tsunami, laval flow of rage, a lightning strike  
forcing forest ablaze …) Yet of one thing I am certain. Yea:  
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One thing is clear as clear can be, clear as a bell’s chime  
on a windless day, clear as the most polished mirror of  
St Paul’s face-to-face, clear as the depthless pool through  
 
to Being’s very Ground. (Yes, ‘tis deep, the pool, and  
crystalline – where You wait – where no veils exist save  
the ones made myself which obscure the homecome path.  
 
Indeed I can name them – mine if not others’ – sloth,  
distraction, self-absorption in yin, not yang. I see the fishes  
circle, each host to a spot of the other within, its twin:  
 
nested communion. Yea, do I know true yin, true yang  
form a true couple: With Your help and steady practice  
I pray they coil within me into selfsame seamless whole.)  
 
But back to the point … True, it is, that of one thing I 
am certain: How humbled, thankful for all and everything  
gifted – this life, love, home; this warts and all world, bar 
 
none. Even clearer, then, my this-life’s work: Wordsmith  
of Joy’s exquisite trill (felt – to wit, all cells merry with the 
chi of shared circuitry) at these gifts of place, of Gaian- 
 
given Grace, mirroring her Joy to be, to flow, to flood the  
world with the salve of service, each micro-soul within her  
macro-care. You want clean air? Sure, I’ll do my best, but did you 
 
really have to chop down so many trees? Fresh water to drink? Trying  
hard there, too, but your flung-off waste tangles my magic wand!).  
Ah, dear Gaia, my work to serve your work in whichever  
 
way I can, including epics of lengthy praise (like the one  
held now in hand); charged am I to bear Hope’s beacon  
for genii locorum near and far – for each homeland to be so- 
 
blessed if Humanity learns to leave be, leave be, relinquish  
its insatiable desire for control. A long poem nought but  
a container to house, distil, a soul guide’s scrubbed-clean  
 
sight, sharp-chisel’d intuits and more (where Green Man  
granted free reign to cartwheel-carousel, champion his  
Wordsworth-worthy splendour in the grass, glory in the  
 
flower, no matter how late or early our magical Malakut  
hour); turning (too) to dreams, the hours when a-bed, to  
plumb depths arisen from cognition’s collapse (consequent  
 
my pen and consequent its resolve) – where, waking to this  
mystic’s window on the world, understanding recoil-springs  
like a butler’s pulley pulled, plunging me back to surface anew.  
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With a question of You (who are everywhere everything  
One, whose Hidden Treasure is observable fact through  
Thine eyes of mine): What can You possibly see when  
 
Love’s tears, gratitude too (acknowledgement of blessed  
Grace) obscure the miniscule human sight embedded in  
this (miniscule human) face? Yea, never shall I forget how  
 
once You said: You will come to where you need to go. For that  
reason alone I keep walking. Thus the time now come to  
don boots, sunscreen, hat. Time to head out with You to  
 
the You of Your world for, as Mr Sierra recounts: Going out  
is really going in. Concurrent, carefree Green Man, perpetual  
barefoot youth, arrives in frolicking orbit bedecked head- 
 
to-shining toe in happy swirls of golden lime. Ah, Green  
Man. Roly-poly puppy, gymnast-trained, sunray-tanned,  
broad-grinned and bubbly. Ever is it jamboree time in  
 
your Otherword lexicon. Are you to be my Khidr? Maestro  
of the Malakut? He who took Ibn Arabi in hand (or under  
wing) to walk alone with the Alone; he – master of all  
 
wanderers without guide, aid to (blind) pilgrims of the Way,  
on the path to the Khidr of their (own) inner heart. Leading  
all (who ask) to the spring of Life, deified Acqua Termale where  
 
the elixir runs immutably mutable (how true!). He they call  
Emerald One – you too? Do you remember our first meeting  
at The Tree, where Infinite Knowing burbled up from pungent  
 
Ground (and all sound drowned by thring of gleeful bicycle  
bell)? You, all verdancy in one! But alas – in such sprite-like  
form no interest has he in banter, praise or scholarly speak.  
 
Time enough to discourse collective immortality in another  
dimension (his laconic non-sequitur’d rejoinder). Here-now  
the urge to pursue an unending high wild road; whistle- 
 
skipping does he scout ahead but for us the going is slow –  
our fortunate friend no direct acquaintance has with  
continually streaming sweat. Nor nibbling beasties who  
 
thrive on said deposits of regular secrete. Some (a-cling  
to skin) I happily host, but when they nip and bite instead  
of lick-tickle still-salty limbs, neck and all in-between?  
 
Grrr; I grit my teeth to an especial aggressor, locally-  
named Braeme, an invariable sparring partner this baking  
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time of year. As ever attempting to bargain: If I disturb  
 
you not, then why disturb you me? (An entreat that never  
fails to fall on insect-deaf ears.) A sudden shaft of pain  
and already my arm swollen from shoulder to wrist (‘minor’  
 
attack below unfunny elbow bone). Can you hear my groan,  
sigh of resignation? Green Man rolls his eyes. Hurry up!  
his cry. What’s taking so long? Can’t you see the storm  
 
clouds approach? A random crack of lightning will soon  
render your tedious complaints redundant! Of course he  
is right; we lengthen our stride. Pitter-patter at our side  
 
four small paws performing likewise. The rumble (thunder)  
far from entertaining (for him) but how can I not help but  
enjoy Thor’s orchestra tuning to a (cloud-shrouded) baton  
 
on high? Divine! Green Man chortles. That’s more like it;  
I can almost see the words a-form in his mind, before off  
he runs ahead, friends of his to greet, who go by the sweet  
 
name of Amici … Lamenting not this (temporary) loss of  
travelling companion, concentrate I instead on walking  
the straight line of non-path (along ridge spine); where  
 
best to plant these feet the pressing question of moment’s  
thought, import. So-doing … slip-slide to reverie … and  
through a border to non-Time, it seems. All sight of family  
 
disappears; in their place, a pair of wee folk stride abreast 
locked in animate conversation. No more than two shoes  
tall, barefoot as the day born, dressed in sturdy green  
 
worker dungarees. Jabber away (they do) in as foreign  
a language as ever the light of day did see; so-engrossed,  
noticing not the likes of human me a-pass upon the grass.  
 
Immediately I turn to watch where they fare; blitzschnell  
are they weg with a resoundingly silent: Schwupp! Just as  
sudden is Green Man’s re-emergence at my quizzical side.  
 
Did you see them? demand I. A wink in response. My  
Amici, grinned reply. Wildmännli. Neither men nor gods  
do the legends describe, walking (all) frontiers, demonic/ 
 
material divide, gifting blessings to landscapes either side,  
delivering sure-footed paths for wayfarers as we. I agree:  
Surely as true a company of mountain friends as any  
 
Amici della Montagna heli-dropped in – with brush-cutter,  
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piano accordion, tuned larynges dabei. For many generations,  
shyly it seems (quotes he), did the wee participate in alpine  
 
life, their joy to help, to teach –  true Amici to landed gentry 
within their reach. Yet when only rare the spirit of faithful  
kinship found now in existent human sight? Then hidden  
 
they are and hidden they stay. Green Man sighs. Such is  
their latter-day way. Oh, how fortunate to be granted a  
glimpse of a stewarding ground crew to our stunning high  
 
wild! Together with human cousins, united world-workers,  
truly sacred their task, their one and only pride! Hushed  
(now) is the valley after storm’s pass, damp-drenched the  
 
choral symphony of birdsong recast. Isorno’s low roar rises  
fresh from gorge to announce a brimful presence of liquid  
light, newly proffered from Sky. Return we do to the bosom  
 
of home, saturated, sated; in the garden to sit, sip, munch,  
belch, reminisce, as well as (latterly) remark that the Tao  
of chips and beer brings balance to a pilgrim’s Big Day Out.  
 
All laugh at the joke but soon muted by citadel. What’s this?  
Bells tolling in earnest? ‘Tis a serious business to honour  
a Saint’s special day. The feast of dear San Rocco –  who  
 
if not he needs praising, saving from falling into disenchant  
(at temple’s disrepair)? So to Vespers but hot on its heels the 
eagerly-awaited auction. Church full of worthy gifts (wrought  
 
by hand or reaped from shopping sprees downtown). Worthy  
too the savvy donors waving wads of coloured paper aloft in  
schoolroom-channelled fists. The bidding fierce. Fifty franks  
 
for a half-dozen cupcakes? Make it a tidy sixty! Down comes  
the gavel – up bounces the purchase. Saldo! comes the vast 
cry of auctioneer (reaching up to rafters high). Another happy  
 
customer. Oh, someone’s baked a Zopf, plaited loaf of bread,  
thrown in cutting board, wedge of cheese, bottle of red for  
good measure. A handsome evening’s repast: Who shall take  
 
home this tasty treat? The gentleman at back or the sweet  
girl perched in aisle courtesy of Grandpa’s penchant to tickle?  
Wait! A woman on the right earnest no doubt (bids bawled  
 
out in dialect stout). Earlier took she stewardship of a lovely  
stitched linen (cloth from an attic hoard or unpacked glory  
box for sure) – her pockets must be deep; on that all agree.  
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Finally offers invited on various bottles of grappa (in four  
separate lots, from diverse village vintners). A harvest’s  
bounty known (apparently) to several neighbours already  
 
this season, for discussions go on between pews, along rows,  
even across the divide. Whose is whose? question (brewed)  
on connoisseurial lips – quality (received) for quantity (of  
 
cash dispensed) the (throat-burning) issue at stake … And:  
To all this San Rocco, blessed saint, bears bemused if silent  
witness, pilgrim staff by side, faithful dog besides (eyes  
 
upturned to master, mirroring Rocco to his own likewise).  
You who Tintoretto venerates in pigment just down the  
river (road) whence La Serenissima’s siren calls. No grandly- 
 
named artist painted this portrait above our chapel door,  
nor sculpted your life-sized avatar four sturdy (perspiring)  
lads (former altar boys now with children of their own)  
 
required to ferry round the village. Take the air (you do)  
but once a year (at least ‘tis high Summer), holy water to  
be splashed in the shade of piazza’d plane trees. A service  
 
of sorts, incantations galore, before re-hoisted aloft, shuffled  
back down the cobbled path, returned to (humble) home,  
of healing waters a-flow all the way from here to there,  
 
where your relics rest, Chiesa of your very own, to which  
centuries of high Doge pilgrimage chose. Imagine: Isorno’s  
celestial waters, gravity-fed, -led, sourced from transcendent  
 
watershed, sanctuary of parish hinterland all the way to  
Grand Canal and from there beyond to sea, carry blessings  
home to the source of Being (and all this while banishing  
 
plague along the way?). Always the link, the connective  
thread, always ever the implicate order made explicate by  
Onsernone’s loving genius loci. At some stage, Grace came to  
 
visit and decided to permanently stay. Was it the year they  
built this shrine to you, Rocco, or mayhaps earlier, far earlier,  
when Ruscada said Tschüss to the river below as he/she rose  
 
(smashed, squeezed, squashed between two continents), up- 
popped from shared aquiferous soil? So many unanswered  
questions! And here another: Sun, am I wrong to call you  
 
Brother? You who are infinitely older than I but equally  
made from the same Star-stuff, forged by the same heavenly  
fires in the mountain heart’s redoubt, spewed forth from  
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original Ground? Some older, wiser than others: Like you –  
yes – big brother. How I honour your presence! At the very  
least for the simple salient fact that before I could be (here)  
 
(at all), you must be (there) (at all). And now here we both  
are (all!) – you, as close as you can be to Gaia, planetary  
home, this time of (every) year; how I feel your welcome on  
 
thin skin! Turning up my face to your smile (to be kissed) –  
like each and every one of my kin. Yea: I honour you! The  
commonality at core we share – beating breathing heart  
 
of Light. Yours a tad larger, warmer (granted). How I long  
to give you a hug! But let’s make it virtual, Soul-conceived  
as well as consummated, OK? Not yet time for these Icarus-  
 
wax wings of mine to melt, to be cindered in your blaze!  
Ach was … You’re so far away (eight minutes in light-years- 
speak), but the liquid heat of this Summer’s afternoon  
 
journeys on apace. Not a breath of breeze to temper the  
fire? And I, all beer and chipped out to boot? In humidity,  
each cicada hums and the tall pine sentinel chirrups till  
 
I (reluctantly) respond to commentary with burp upheaved.  
Beneath grapevine-dappled shade do I languish – any  
movement a movement too far for Air sweat-glued to chair.  
 
Yet eventually outed from heat-stupefied trance by a plan  
to head to the cool of creek. Yet how to disentangle limbs  
a-drift to forever-sleep? Never mind, they’ll figure it soon  
 
enough; to be stewed and poached while a-climb stone  
steps (themselves grill-plate hot) should garner Team Body  
to action. And once ensconced in shade of forest, even a 
 
mild breeze through leaves serves as thirst-quencher to  
this hide; meanwhile down beside murmuring stream  
(no meltwater rush this melting time of year) water sprites  
 
happily anticipate their Peter Pan-pretty bath-time. No need  
to ask twice – I am in, sunk, dunked, refreshed, playback  
on recurrent repeat for a Neverland welcome never outlived.  
 
‘Tis hunger which decides to return us hearth-side at the set  
of dear Sun on Midsummer Night’s Eve. Light the bonfires!  
Dance the Maypole, tie flower circlets in flowing hair! Feast!  
 
(Pizza, the family’s choice of fare.) Celebrate the day! The  
one the noble Bede called Litha oh so long ago. Dear Bede,  
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a-quote of St Paul – a fearful thing, he thought, to fall into  
 
the hands of the living God. How now? Methinks the open  
mouth of fire-breathing Leviathan would better take this  
holiday cake. Lure not the dragons, Bede, my boy – keep  
 
them respectfully at bay. Tiny fireflies (green luminescence  
a-glow, tucked in crevasse of garden wall) we donate as first  
(wormy) responders to an unhappy fate (brave bodyguards  
 
they proved to be to Angelus Novus; just ask sweet Laleima, a 
more-than-worthy referee). Lit by flame of Love, together  
in radiance of the One; nothing to fear from the living God  
 
methinks. (As well, could we offer mozzies to your Music  
of the Spheres? Their sonorous take on resonant hum  
more-or-less easy on the ears.) And while you so-occupied,  
 
faithful Bede, our dreams prefer to dwell in Faerie domain  
(the darkest moonlit wood we find this longest day, shortest  
night of Shakespearian refrain) with dew-dropped pearls  
 
of Elven seed supped from shimmering grails (no mead!).  
Carried aloft (the back of one such pearl) I enter the realm  
of glittering Stars, blanket-stitched from peak to peak all  
 
along our lofty valley heights. The Milky Way my Way  
my Tao, resplendent sash belting Heaven my path, scarf- 
ribbon of redolence wended beyond my pilgrim’s (slight)  
 
intertelescopic sight. I citer ad astra (Apollo’s counsel to  
Aeneas’ young son) the mantra of choice (well-heeded  
advice from sylvan voice): Follow Camino home whence  
 
I (too) once came. Time to retire, sever the thread, close  
this window on the world. To spy (therein) now: Reflection;  
Ruscada in muted backdrop, patient handmaiden to vibrant  
 
Sky. Whom should I address – you in Hintergrund, sentinel  
in stone? Or the fluidity of Self framed by mirror’d glass?  
Mirror wins and I stretch smile (and arms) wide to fill the  
 
space, cry to the You within my joy of material form, its  
Oneness with the world, with Spirit, with the All of Weltall;  
so simply utterly enacted it can be (for me – this time in this  
 
skin) by pizza and wine (ingested) and a view onto infinity  
(sequestered). Nought more needed! I call out to all souls  
(asleep) in the world: The very living of life is satori after all!  
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So simple, so material, so primally base the equation,  
transformed to blessed sacrament, Eucharist of stunning  
sentience, Love’s trail enjoined in/by each scent, sip,  
 
munch, crunch, touch, taste, sight, sound. Such exquisite  
ecstasy, sensorial simplicity – all this I offer – my/Your  
mirror mirrored! No cultural/spiritual snob are You,  
 
accepting each expression of Life – prayer of Heliotrope,  
the burble of praise in whichever way, shape or form it  
comes. This, then, I humbly offer (with Soul witness in the 
 
glass, and Ruscada chortling beyond): Wine, pizza, laughter,  
tears (Joy, Song – gratitude refer) in a very material garden  
with a much more material (sniffy) dog, together marvelling  
 
at the miracle of (material) invention (planes skating the  
sky on approach to Milano). And yes, I know You get it  
(cue: delirious sobs). You (Hidden Treasure): I know You  
 
created the world that You might be known as completely  
by Yourself as (sniffy) (overjoyed) (material) us – hidden  
no more, hidden (ne’er!) from Yourself nor us who mirror  
 
Your joy as shiningly brightly shyly exuberantly stunningly  
as a perennially waxing Moon. This my gift, returned: I  
live this life for You, my rapture of being Yours. Indeed Life  
 
our shared satori – profoundly unfolding (cue: Dogen) in  
ephemeral existence (cue: Jung), embedded in the (rhizome’d)  
soil of Gaia’s glorious world (cue: You). Oh, how I feel how  
 
You feel through me. I hear how You ask: Who are you? to  
which the voice-mirror of this body cries out: You! You!  
Only ever You! Oh, Reader, we have reached a juncture:  
 
Think you I have lost my senses? Think again – this is  
super-sensible-sensorial-speak. Klingsor (self-proclaimed  
King of the Night, worthy mentor of mine in many a rhyme)  
 
raved as happily, liberally to Louis the Cruel. “Sensuality  
isn’t worth a hair more than spirituality,” proclaimed he  
(with Li Po’s wine glass in his Summer-sweaty hand). All  
 
one and the same, he decreed (and with a girl perched on  
either knee): “Whether you embrace a woman or make a  
poem, it’s the same. So long as the main thing is there,  
 
the love, the burning, the emotion, it doesn’t matter whether  
you are a monk on Mount Athos or a man about town in  
Paris.” Raised glass to Tu Fu (bottles ever-empty awaiting  
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Time’s eternal refill), felt Love’s ball of gold singe his belly,  
fuse with Star-comet Soul drunk on the Divine. “Beloved  
Life I greet you,” sang he. Beloved Hesse, I greet thee too!  
 
Forget not the Sufis got it; alive to the intoxication of Love –  
the dizzying delight of revelation (above). Shams with his  
vagabonds; Hafiz in his taverns. Wine, women, and song –  
 
think You they have it wrong? ‘Tis metaphor profound,  
(a clown’s) still point danced round, slapped down upon  
roulette wheel – spun, spun, again begun. Where are you,  
 
Green Man, with your bike bell’s resound? Here! grins he  
(slice of pizza scoffed), before pulling the cork, taking a swig,  
wiping a shining hand across fresh-rubied lips, and (finally)  
 
passing the bottle on (to me). All so simple, simple, simple!  
You the God of All, not only the elite, educated, erudite –  
aesthete or ascetic, whoever shall knock is granted gracious  
 
admittance (actually there is no door upon which to knock;  
Your heart ever-open, ‘tis only ours that needs unlocking).  
Yea, You suck up direct experience, like water, wine. Like  
 
breath – divine! Each breath I take on Your behalf each  
moment of my (alone) life is One – One Life – infinite my  
(Your) insatiability of Joy, Love, Beauty apprehended in  
 
each single cell (angel, human, slug, or stone). Can Beauty  
save the world? Yes! Yes! we all declare, tumbling a-bed 
(reflections, alter-egos, conversation partners, companions  
 
of heart and head) … ready to lay to sleep, drunkenly roll, loll,  
wobble, wibble, sputter random thoughts from the end of pen  
(while Serenity deigns to reign within as the epitome of Zen); 
 
each his micro-trinity crown (Body-Mind-Soul profound),  
in service to You, the Ground, the All. Collectively, singly,  
sublimely interconnectedly; knowing it can only work if we all  
 
work as One. For You, by You, through You, from You,  
to You, in You – prepositional rhizome outlaid on Love’s  
quilt and overlaid with permutations of immeasurable  
 
(patchworked) same. Thanks be on Midsummer Night’s Eve!  
Can I ever have enough of your Glory? I ask (rhetorically),  
and know ‘tis You who speak the words. Enough is never  
 
enough; submerged in the sea of Being am I, ne’er to wake  
from dream divine but to dream the myth onward (with  
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each step forward). Yet how could it be otherwise when  
 
fully awake to conscious Presence am I, holding You within,  
without, each ephemeral eternal moment of day-night? Ever  
Love at my (droving) side along the Way, the Tao of You,  
 
refined. Ah, dear Reader, if my eyes could move as swift  
(or slow – I don’t know), retain exposure as long as some  
photographers manage, those who film our night sky (no  
 
shut-eye on mechanical aperture like blinking cognition  
disturbs), perhaps I could see the wheel as turned, Heaven  
spun; singularity of one (clock) movement in inexhaustible  
 
unchanging motion. But I can’t – all I have is an image of  
same, a still of anything but still life (a-spin). And instead  
of wonder (as so many express on observing the (indeed)  
 
wonder of filmic capture), I mourn my/Your loss, that I  
cannot see for You how truly it truly is … yet in selfsame  
moment sense your Green Man-ish sangfroid. Perspective  
 
is partial, after all. For whatever other reason do we need  
ten thousand things? And in each species (created) so many  
worldviews – all unique fruit grown on selfsame (boundless)  
 
Tree! The whole I know, as ever, more than the sum of its  
parts, and I such an infinitesimal fractal? Yet ‘tis nought  
more than longing, yearning to serve that presses me (to see)  
 
ever more of Beauty, grasp ever more of nuance than has  
heretofore been (seen). How many ways can I be for You?  
‘Tis Love sends me a-surf of sky waves, ne’er to harbour-berth;  
 
so too to constant-tread the countless paths of blessed Earth.  
Ever for You, on homecome way to You, on behalf of the  
Many, the All, this (one) pilgrim’s Way the only (one) known ... 
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(3) 
 
Today has (today) arrived, our nominated Rest Day. Thank  
the heavens for such a breeze-washed welcome into cherished  
R&R! Already felt, the cool trill of delight (languorously,  
 
deliciously) while still a-bed; a-drift in mist woven as slumber  
soft-woken (late, past eight). No dread bespoken (stick of  
skin to sheet refers) unlike those gone before this Summer 
 
soaked-long. Refreshed therefore do we emerge from stone,  
Marianna’s Stille-filled womb, in blessed relief of day’s unfold,  
smiling to greet a garden as quiet and meditative as we.  
 
‘Tis the scent, taste of café latte e pane marmelade beckoning each  
barefoot someone to hat-toff’d grapevined pergola (leaves in 
buoyant uplift, post-wilt now, now the harsh is past). Indeed  
 
today Swiss-softer than most – air-borne dew shrouds valley  
heights, with zephyr arrived from forever snows to cool each  
panting tongue hereabouts. Come now – kiss of reconciliation  
 
(between, above, below) offered to all; placatory note struck  
this new-found day in the quest for balance, harmony, and 
moderation (proffered). Consensus the winner here – and  
 
what Confoederatio Helvetica has ever-fore been known. Soon  
though, feeling Sun’s rise in the East (from the backside so  
to speak), a small (warm) toe-tap of Hello! I’m up! Slipping  
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into pole position for remainder of the day! (News delivered  
in happy sing-songy way.) Yet for how long? Eyebrow raised  
in query of our Apollo of aether’d heights. Will your chariot 
 
presently encounter a grey-toned proximate veil? Low the  
clouds I see, thick, opaque with moisture. Slow, their shift  
after last night’s rain; clouds drift at will – pushed, neither  
 
pulled by anyone’s breath. ‘Cool change ahead’: Promise  
floating from the West. In response Sun’s helium’d shrug:  
What of it? Enjoy me while you can! Ah, but to also enjoy  
 
‘change’, that my plan – taste, touch, sound, smell, sight –  
that be my carbon’d heart’s delight (narration murmured  
within – no need to offend our master outlier on high); to  
 
watch (as upward he tracks) said impact on extended view:  
‘Tis Hokusai’s Colours of the Triple Dawn writ large on canvas  
swathe (far from miniscule like museum-bound Manga).  
 
As above so below, as the macro so the micro. Pattern, texture  
manifest in and of themselves: “Transmitting the spirit,” as he  
elegantly described. Surely “revealing the form of things,” as 
 
Plato was heard to suggest. These hallowed things – sated,  
suffused, steeped as fresh mint tea. Assigned am I to tasks for  
ten thousand hallowed things; Hokusai’s Great Wave crashes  
 
down from Onsernone’s Fuji-san to swamp the rest of Rest Day,  
in its stead, Gardening Day decree. On goes Hesse’s hat,  
and off we head to tend all Nature’s gifts. ‘Room service!’  
 
Up goes the cry, as requisite basket of spit and polish brought  
out from cellar to sonorous domain. Each a haircut granted –  
short back and sides, quick trim or: Möchtest du etwas anders  
 
probieren? Busy bees at their breakfast I care not to disturb,  
nor corps of scurrying beetles hence and forth on unseen  
highways to no man’s (literal!) land. While weeding, the  
 
discovery of two snails nesting (so stop weeding), smiling  
into a shared moment of hermaphroditic joy. Later, while  
weeding, discovery of a snail alone; I wonder if it feels its loss?  
 
You, whose voice is Silence, would You tell? Ignorance is 
bliss, they say, but surely ‘tis not the same as emptiness,  
fullness in a lacquer bowl filled over, ever over? (Love it is  
 
that makes me wonder, and Love to know Your thoughtful  
answer.) Butterflies, seeking blooms delicate as their fragile 
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filigreed selves (from which to sip), I take care not to snip  
 
too close to the object of their lunch. Almost translucent are  
they apart from a (likewise delicate) spot of penetrant colour  
on each wing tip (for nested fishes), dark mirrors of illumined  
 
eyes, palest of starlight framed. Oh, to be of service to the  
all of the All! (Even though this particular All the size of a 
modest Innenhof, ‘tis a remit to which I firm-pledge my troth.)  
 
Complete, e’er the slow bake of afternoon sets in, ‘tis time  
siesta to grant to assembled kin, and the Great Wave gives way  
to benevolent sea in its wake. Birds, beasts – all are hushed:  
 
Two-four-six-eight-legged, each sinks into the stupor of  
delivered moment (except for crazy crickets, legs rubbed  
together in persistent sweaty glee). Even a (mad) dog can’t  
 
compete with such constant activity, a-slumber (instead)  
on the flags at my feet. All the while, San Rocco’s bells toll  
Peace Love and the Light of Grace (each half hour without  
 
fail), singing apace each true-natured sound, singing up full  
the full valley’s praise. Stonewall-bound, ivy-bedecked, shrub- 
shrouded, grapevine-guarded – here our grotto of hidden  
 
wonder in the midst of village paths. The Green Room:  
No more no less required than to climb Hesse’s Stufen from  
Marianna’s door, peel apart a conspiracy of photosynthetic  
 
curtains, step across threshold and enter cosseted chamber,  
surrender therein to Tranquillity’s outreach – bask in, sofort  
become die Stille of der Ort – merging with silence, the softness  
 
of which I write, in embrace of Life’s sensuous sentient lustre.  
Wind knows, has always known of such fact; sends ripples  
through the vines o’er my head in clear acknowledgement.  
 
She too a player in Sun’s simple game (in which any may  
engage) – ‘catch-me-if-you-can’ – rustling shimmered patches  
of blissfully cooling shade … I wake from siesta’d reverie, find  
 
local (home) Star shifted fore to late in the West (with clouds  
banished in the process), as a lethargic approach offered to  
prophesied eventide. Listless my witness but no less joyous  
 
for the panorama afforded. ‘Nothing special,’ Suzuki would  
say, this time I call Last Light, when Sun streams in through  
the haze of heat mist-lifted from gorge below, keen to etch,  
 
demarcate each ridge-bone with subtlety, rather than the 
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sharp clarity ever-reserved for dawn. Blazing we may be  
on our metal garden saddles, yet no thought of retreat –  
 
too perfect a picture, last cavalry salute to the troops. Stand  
easy, soldier; well you know this too shall pass and despite  
merciful respite in its wake, methinks forlorn for your loss.  
 
Yet when each day the same end, Divinity daily sent in,  
to engage our rapturous witness? When a dozen swift-of- 
throat sharpshooters (in their own game of ‘catch’) wheel  
 
round sortie’d basilisk, over, ever over, an entire season  
long? Same same, but different. Considered response to  
the challenge as issued. Hokusai likewise of similar bent.  
 
Thirty-six Views did he render of Edo’s revered mount, but  
can I word-sculpt on parchment as many of Ruscada’s faces  
unbound? Assuredly more than possible. I can almost see  
 
my sweet mentor’s furrowed brow to restrict his choice to  
a paltry three dozen as I watch your face soften, brother- 
sister in stone, in illusive transport from late ave to early  
 
eve, in humidity, shared-breath serenity backdrop’d by  
village activity – the slap of flip-flops (return from creek);  
the clank of pots (neighbour-prepared supper); the squeal  
 
of children (post-feast hide-and-seek) … Now’s the time  
of delirious canine bark the thought of his meal to wolf;  
the time of violin tuned for Apero jig (played to parental  
 
applause); the time of book’d accord in laurel’d gloam  
(yes, ‘tis Hesse, of course); the time of daylilies lust for a 
last repast before Sun’s eclipse (della Croce’s cliff); the time  
 
of bees a-crowd on slim lavender twigs, in lightness of  
(collective) being; the time of watering can offered to root- 
bound thirst (the very turn of tap cues Pavlov whimpers  
 
desperate for a dousing); the time of cutlery (clinked) for  
starting al fresco fare next door; the time of charcoal waft  
(from below) announcing camaraderie shared. Yes, a time  
 
of twilit calm – settled sky knit to valley writ slow, harmony  
of silent percussive breath, presage to each life simply living  
what it knows. As within so without (I remark) – but which,  
 
perchance, mirrors which? The youngest child groans. Does  
it really matter, Mum? I smile, shake my head, while he to  
a (non-Hesse-fashioned) volume, in pure gratitude, returns.  
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(4) 
 
Summer! she exclaims, as she writes in a fury, a frenzy  
to capture each stick-sweaty moment, heated and hazed.  
Observe the mercury – charged with barometric heights  
 
(of stability) – heavy-metal smelting. Summer! Such that  
it is, was, some weeks more yet. Yet all needs be recorded  
before Equinox fades day to night (and with it – Light),  
 
Sun in his shining sky a seasonal shroud to wear. Who  
will help the telling of our (final) tale of tales, in singing  
the savagery of Summer’s long song? Long since we’ve  
 
tasted cool and water in like breath; long since we’ve  
basked in clement twilit eves. Ruscada – hold my hand;  
Amici – you too? For surely you know the legends I would  
 
impart, the ones written in footsteps, stride for stride, of  
this valley-lush heart. Each trek records family paths stout- 
trod, roads less taken – cragged cliffs, sage’d mountains,  
 
pungent forests, terraced meadows; all our own, our best,  
here shared. So to the day it began – this last trek of treks.  
But first I ask you, Reader, to contemplate the following:  
 
If Wind were to suddenly appear on your stoop, offering –  
within the space of a breath – to take your hand, show you  
things beyond your ken, what reply be given? For my part,  
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the answer sought swift to split these lips, but e’er ‘fore  
gravity could take its chance, I sensed her soft brush of my 
left-winged writing paw, as same enclosed in firm embrace.  
 
No time to smile, updraft lifted; we were off, into the day ...  
From such dream do I wake to waking dream before my  
gaze, another morn’s ‘up-an’-at-’em!’ call – replete with  
 
Ruscada’d crescent moon, her colours of triple dawn green,  
gold, blue (silvered in shimmering belly dance). Glorious  
intersect of rest, movement, in psyche – as well painted sky.  
 
Like Hesse’s lake, mount, heavens flow through enchanted  
night (and paradise’d day), I find Sun to be high-risen while  
Moon demurs to call it quits – her mystic’s train desirous  
 
of longer-than witness. Wistful for life on Earth, perhaps?  
With this thought to muse I leave the reverie of plump bed.  
Time to rouse the troops from their slumbers (deep-fused).  
 
For today sees us a-wander and afar – each of three like in  
a row (melded to seamless whole) in order to explore our  
high wild home. No return to hearth foreseen till three  
 
star-bright nights hence, the unknown in the interim do  
we claim as own, voyage of discovery our pilgrim intent.  
Packs groan in sympathy with each two-legged mule  
 
who sets out from where this (real) road ends; stretch  
of territory increasingly undefined by any intervention,  
our number strings out ten-fold past anything a dog’s  
 
leash can proscribe. Time enough each wayside chapel  
to greet, daubed fresco admire, remark extent of plaster  
crumbled, proportional to distance from devotional care,  
 
returned to Earth of which once ‘twas made. Greeting  
too, with Namaste hand clasp, a thick ebony coil on path  
ahead; gracefully does it slide over a lip of warmed rock  
 
at our (vibrated) approach; Snake – we haven’t come to  
harm, only wander on. Neither your brother slow-waking  
on shady side of Beech-bedecked slope (we slip round and  
 
past a fork-flicker’d tongue). But now, who greets me in  
turn? Suddenly aware of a precious Hello on emergence  
from lower pastures into boulder-strewn populations of  
 
crooning Larch (mothers). Nursery of sweet nurslings –  
one tiny tot outreaches, tugs at cognition, purrs blessings  
on the breeze with a toddler’s ease. I stop, smile, give  
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thanks; smiling still, move on toward upland’d plateaus,  
bevy’d herbed and flowered fields. Alpine clover, mountain  
thistle – the former’s crimson spikes angling for ever-more  
 
Sun, the latter’s hearts as wide and round as the known  
Universe allows. Feast of floral delight! So many gentians  
to describe! Blue throats framing slender staves waiting on 
 
salacious bumble-bee’d kisses. Inzwischen (upstream down’d  
brook), a pause we find (reclined) in watershed script; here 
too may we rest – stripped of weight, beside sweet-water’d  
 
lake. Oh, but take care! Here, grass frogs host a maternity  
ward in shallows about the rim ... Now: Roused by requisite  
squares of Zauberschokolade (what on earth would we do if 
 
not for marvellous Dr Wander?), I look further, to/in the  
pool’s slim depths – a mirror reflecting all back to itself,  
or beyond. Rocks, trees, clouds, sky, me; full complement  
 
complete. Primal Ground, mud of Original Mind. This  
I see feel within without – drawn to contemplation. Of  
quiet times in quiet places ... The children ingest the (full)  
 
silence too (no amount of Dr Wander, it seems, can counter  
Being’s blessings). A hop, skip and jump from shore, the  
youngest sits atop smoothed slab of stone – as if suspended  
 
on floating cloud in Sky’s stilled grail. As above so below.  
Another plays in the upstream plash, hand trailed in font’s  
ecstatic dance from source all the way to sea. Can Life  
 
perfectly balance within the stream? Can granite on granite  
be poised? Stone fused to stone, seared by sentient intent?  
Ever do the sceptics scoff. But what if seen, and thus known?  
 
Direct witness tells each tale apprehended by sense, searches  
out any impulse keen to manifest – transform what was to  
what will be. Perforce: No ground too stony for new life to  
 
not try. Who says impossible? Not I! Life over logic (here)  
breathes deep and full, relishes its aspect to aethereal alpine  
air. True nature (in this place) ever true to form. Yet I turn  
 
to one who writes in awe of such Suchness, with infinitely  
more skill to afford. To wit: Aldous Huxley (in a letter to  
someone) (about his LSD-dabbles), saw fit to describe his  
 
“direct, total awareness, from the inside, so to say, of Love  
as the primary and fundamental cosmic fact ... I was this  
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fact; or perhaps it would be more accurate to say that this  
 
fact occupied the place where I once had been.” Ah, earnest  
savant of the Brave New World, hereby are you invited to  
join me on tour of precious Onsernone, where the stick-thwack  
 
of satori slaps novice awake from each nook and cranny (an 
enlightenment mercifully free of any chemical intervention).  
Come with, therefore, when Green Man his bell does ring  
 
in unsuspecting ear, when a Braeme sting has teeth gritted  
to the pain of generously offered (pugnacious) gift; merely  
following its true nature –  a technology disruptive when  
 
in insect-intersect with (my) allergy-prone skin. Far more  
friendly (from Body’s view point) the whimsy of Hoverfly  
buoyed by unseen hand at my side. Gladly do I sit and  
 
surrender to partake of drive-through tucker. No sacrifice  
this – to simply live in and of the moment (as he), observe  
alternate culinary tastes, participate as source of same.  
 
First my fly (with the look of a wasp, cry of mosquito) hovers  
above (one) big gnarly toe – contemplating his creamed  
Devonshire tea – before attention shifts to wrist; perhaps  
 
more delectable is this treat on offer? Like wandering a  
gourmet deli, this body akin to a Book of Hours to be read  
far past midnight’s (devotional) dawn. See, sweet Hux?  
 
Each and every immanent moment filled to brimful with  
wonder (and yes: I’ve read your tomes, know where you’re  
coming from). So confirm: I am the fact of Braeme’d attack;  
 
I am the dance of attraction housed in sweat-soaked skin;  
I am the flirting flower with amorous proboscis; I am  
Wind at my hand who led me here; I am the meal shared  
 
under a veil of moonlight, a Chamois child’s curiosity for  
lives other than her own; I am the dog’s heady joy his leash  
to uncouple, the iPhone’s (cheery) lack of resonant reception;  
 
I am the scudding clouds on high as much as the burning  
earth below; the campfire’s spit and hiss at whim, as well  
caked pasta sauce round a pot’s greasy rim. I could go on,  
 
Aldous dear lad, but I’m sure you ‘get’ my mode of being.  
To wit: Love occupies the space where I too once had been …  
Three days from home; where to make our high wild fireside?  
 
Here in Amici territory, privileged to inhabit a lonely rifugio,  
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restored with care the previous Summer by same merry  
band of accordion’d lore. (Indeed, I can almost hear their  
 
Hi-ho, as off to work they go, in loving service of the All.)  
Hearth below, swag rolled out above. Encountering things  
unheard and unseen while Soul a-wander, at whim (and  
 
on prayer-wing). Like at table to sit with Giant and Dwarf,  
converse as food supped and sweet Faerie-tea slow-sipped.  
Wildmännli folk – none are estranged from your filial kin.  
 
Common ancestry shines a-bright with your desire to share  
(granted, shy) any knowledge of dear Gaia’s care. Such  
surprise to be invited to your gathering of the clan; laid out  
 
with Malakut feast – thanks be! And each (other) wonder true  
to purpose equally. Fit to plan where nought lay a plan. Even  
losing our way for an hour next day your tricksy (Hobbitses’)  
 
doing – to effect rhizome’d intersect with curious Chamois  
child (aforementioned); said conversation a sheer delight of  
fits, starts, bleats and burps. Yes, all to purpose when all said  
 
and done. Nil not as willed by spirit of place entrusted with  
Onsernone’s geographic trace. Trust, the lesson: Trust to Love,  
forth a-poured from World Soul, right here and right now,  
 
unadulterated, unbesmirched, unremarkable. It is. As it is.  
Suchness writ by sacred hand. Like: On the long trek down  
from headwater’d Truth (found), a delicate shrine appears,  
 
hewn within belly of Larch – crypt for human Amici who  
seek Your pool of blessings. First entrant in axe-slashed  
vault a tiny enamelled icon (panel of wood within wood),  
 
image richly rort, serene. (I know not which Bible scene;  
far from Roman my upbringing’s been.) Grace poured from  
Heaven above through a single tree’s holy dove. Next to  
 
embrace, the innocence of Nativity’s face – tiny figurines,  
beatific smiles a-grinned – and to which a token added from  
each wayfarer of the Way, each anonym who passes, prayer  
 
breathed abreast while fingertips kissed. Heart-touched, the  
thought: What to add? What to give that hasn’t been given?  
What to gift that hasn’t been gifted? What lies close, within  
 
consciousness-reach, stooping distance, to not disturb the  
sanctity of connection, the thread of benediction? I see tufts 
of grass, larch cones, small stones – all offered in communion.  
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What left, what more – to honour Angels on high as much  
as Amici wild? Ah, now I see. Bark fallen to Earth from the 
Madonna herself; skin to skin (within) returned, e’er with  
 
blessings (on tongue) to bring. Yes: May it be so. Each every  
time as any other every time. May it be so, do I say again.  
(And then to close do I say: Amen.) Each contemplative  
 
moves on at slower pace, Soul fractals still a-hug of Mother  
(Larch) trunk. They’ll catch up soon … Later. Now. Now  
is not then. Then is now past. Now is (now) three full days  
 
hence, at three of the clock, a steamy afternoon.  Returned  
yester-eve to our own sweet Casa and finally your face I see,  
Han-shan, resplendent in mantled granite. Mist-shrouded,  
 
hidden you were, gem wrapped in grey fluff when I woke  
to the dawn. Yet knew you were (where always you are),  
in cloud-capped stillness, density of promise; at last revealed  
 
to eyes ne’er weary to feast on the svelteness of your upended 
keel. I take my time to enjoy the view; how fortuitous can the  
synchronicity be! That alone I sit in garden in grapevine’d  
 
seclusion, only with you as (spirit) stone-sentient intrusion.  
Homecoming tasks complete – gear cleared from distended  
backpacks, dishes washed, ditto clothes, and of course selves  
 
when returned to bosom of long-suffering Bad. A whistler  
a-pass on (stone) stairs ne’er remarks our presence (shared),  
nor child a-hum in cleansing shower, or bees a-buzz (head  
 
down, bum up) at their beneficent blossom’d Aperitif. Earlier,  
a brushcutter on slope above source of ambient echo’d tones –  
chestnut grove in need of seasonal tidy-up – while this morn  
 
the (heard) preserve of (chopper-assisted) tree-loppers down  
by the church; acrobat lads clad bright in red on precarious  
(high-wire) perch of what little trunk (progressively) remained.  
 
Ah, what a (rest) day it has been! Opportunist Hazel in stealth- 
attack formation (a rush and a growl), suddenly up the steps  
and into garden without so much as a by-your-doggy-leave.  
 
No chance of escape (or thought of counter-action) for a three- 
days-weary hound post-high wild excavations. Swift-scooped  
up in arms; a mother’s work is never done. So too with cheeky  
 
Hazel, several stern words and back on her leash … These  
children, we say in unison. And: What a (rest) day! Such it  
is (the Summer that was). I feel Sun’s rays no longer linger;  
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I know all changes (as Gaia spins away) but still I miss you.  
Yes, I know – the next new, too, shall end. Still I lament  
for the now, fingernail-scratching at my constant heart.  
 
Nor am I alone. Klingsor forsooth did feel it too, that last  
burning Summer; in attempt to abolish Time, imprison Sun  
in blood, drawing lines of crimson heart-melt through the  
 
gold his pinsel poured. All in spite, and even because of his  
self-knowing. Or, let’s be honest, Tu Fu’s – appropriated  
and assimilated (absorbed) – who’d sent (him) (self) a poem  
 
to say: All that dies gladly dies. ‘Tis only the eternal Mother remains.  
Yes, I know Beauty fades, like the sonority of long-resonant  
bell. Yet nothing can hide the memory of that echo, arc  
 
of allure dispersed throughout the world, of each vibration  
a-wane (a-waft) before final dissolve on the Angel of History’s  
(plaintive) watch. Once, though, the hum reached as far  
 
as far can go, to Cold Mountain, Han-shan’s home (self),  
where burbled request for admittance met with devout  
and damp-dunged welcome mat. Now the way sealed.  
 
Now the mountain keeps the sage’d secret safe-vested in  
his/her care deep within its subtle bones, hugged so close,  
protected (like any mother her fragile nursling child) till  
 
a day comes when one who knows knocks, one with whom  
wisdom may selflessly be shared, fostered back to the world  
with reverential care. A lit candle can still be lit even when  
 
not seen by Self: This You once counselled my mournful  
doubting Thomas. Jollied with a journey to the heart of  
felt world (herself), beyond Time, Space, to Kiln Room  
 
at her core. Where: Yes, I saw. Return when or how you  
like (a more-than-generous offer), to sacred inner chamber  
warmed by (living) amber light. All of which I shall tell,  
 
outline, humbled by the duty this scholar’s hand needs be  
describes. Yet Reader: Wait. As Fate decrees I too do. For  
the first Canticle (Elemental’d), Earth’s Song (fair) to sing,  
 
(amongst her sisters, Water Fire Air). There a wondrous story  
of stone sentience, shall be revealed, dear Dogen-san at my  
eager side Gaia’s (innate) satori to unfold, confide. Here, in a  
 
forgotten valley on Time’s erstwhile border do I wait. To tell.  
For first, next Seasonal Songs (and beyond) tarry with my pen.  
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Here waiting in this place: No nearer can I be to You than the  
 
high wild heart of Your perfect world. With the All of the One,  
the Many of the None. Centre and circumference. Void. Null. 
Done. Where I, Your mirror mirrors. Where I mirror You, Love ...  
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Canto 3: Autumn (for Felix 201016) 
 
(1) 
 
Dear Reader: How came you upon this text? How came  
you to this song of praise in an innocent’s voice, uplifted  
to stout mountain heights? How came you to see if you  
 
could see, yourself, that of which the songster trills? What  
thrills and spills infill her whole, then emptied, flowed  
further on? ‘Tis a stream never-ending, a torrent never-  
 
stilled, but in this Canto take care, Nostalgia’s song to bear.  
For slow it shall be that our melody proceeds henceforth;  
‘tis its task to document all years since Herbst-hued delight  
 
first begun. Yes, to remember, recount, the call first sung,  
heart-sprung, the purpose of interlude so-voiced; intermezzo  
of sorts, to all intents, snuck in between dizzying jamboree  
 
jaunts Green Man prefers to pursue. Intertidal, the zone,  
to which I herewith invite you – the story of how, when,  
before said sprite entered lexicon and fey heart, another  
 
led me on journeys hither-thither. His a slower stride,  
so too versed in subtler tongue, and with eye full-trained  
on wonders well-hidden. ‘Twas in these steps I followed,  
 
faithful as slavering hound, into hills deep-gouged and  
-hollowed; whether Sun, Wind, Rain offered this pilgrim  
hospitality, Trust remained the singular name of our fair  
 
and worthy game. Dear Reader, indulge a waxing and  
writerly whim therefore – to tell all herein that has ever  
always been, once upon our winsomely weathered time.  
 
Hence, instead of led, spun round, tempo allegro thrown  
down, undone, let adagio dictate our leisurely pace. The  
warp and weft of words and rhymes unfurling upon this  
 
(continental) plate I shall gladly create, and with (each  
now and then) a pause enjoined in watershed script (while  
it flows ever-smoothly on) for one cuddly Knulp a-wander  
 
at my singing side (life-trekking a route as meandering and 
aimless in thought as Wordsworth’s lonely cloud), to catch  
up his timeworn intents with those gnarled and hoary  
 
paws (bow-legged upon his catwalk stride). Indeed, ought 
a tortoise of such advanced years not be unduly hurried.  
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Nor I (!) curious of such shell-sturdy guidance, fulsome  
 
contentment in and about the extent of unparalleled inner- 
outer world, inclusive of requisite population (otherwise  
known as lean-to hutch, dish of lettuce, bowl of water).  
 
Small or large, each miracle happens upon his primal  
ground whether connoted or not (while onward he plods).  
A masterly gait to replicate, contemplate – the descent of  
 
each footfall before next (ascent) engaged (meditative),  
each counted past the other toward a Big Mind birthright –  
(like Ryokan: One, two, three and now four, ring song  
 
unerringly scored). The journey itself home, sayeth Basho,  
long ago. This too Knulp’s humble creator knows, and  
now I (Onsernone-ensconced) … Yes, Reader, by the by,  
 
we shall navigate, circumambulate, likewise the whole,  
return to illumined beginning (unknown at hesitant start).  
Similarly taking our Knulp-ish time; all the time in the  
 
world have we to explore the heavenly Word gleaned  
by rheumy reptilian eye (as well as wonder at the erudite  
meaning of a life’s-long ingestion of breakfast peach).  
 
Long moments spent in equanimous repose, in henna’d  
carapacial dome, till coda gifted, texted, read, reflected –  
shared still point reached (and Eliot-agreed). Yet before  
 
end neared, it must somewhere begin; here its random  
seed in (rhizome’d) soil when you imagine, if you can,  
once (upon a time), that I knew this valley not. In time  
 
nor space (so-named), its trace – of geology, geography,  
sacred or mundane (yet ne’er profane!) – neither the  
subject of sleepy day-vision nor wakeful night-dreaming.  
 
Its story a treasure known only to Full Dark – standing  
ready, steady, in primordial psyche, waiting to be known, 
perceived, shone through by Light (eternal), told. For 
 
nothing (I have on good authority) exists until it is told;  
likewise nothing told until it manifestly exists. In truth,  
so Hasan and the Sheikh would have me believe (via  
 
the pen of dear Mesa), the question not which came first  
(chicken-or-eggy-like) but if anything, perchance (of its  
existence or none), should actually (existentially) be told.  
 
In response (in this instance), in the interests of this text  
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(and valley so-disclosed), am I drawn to answer each and 
every challenger with a sonoric and reverberating: Yes!  
 
Yet you, Reader, had to wait till now (for gong to sound),  
for the inscrutability of conundrum to be philosophically  
put-paid. So it was, always is, ever will be too, when story,  
 
including this tome, begun in delicious medias res. ‘Tis  
the logical result of Green Man’s meddling in the flood  
of pen strokes planned. Fickle he may be, gushingly so  
 
(in ambiguity) when terza rima ripe to compose. Here now  
(at last) have we caught up to ourselves in space, so too  
time, to propose a primal return to (my) extant beginning  
 
(such that it is/was). Hark: In a time before time, in a place  
before now, I knew not this valley existed, nor that its tale  
stood before me to tell. Yes. There was a time I knew not –  
 
knew not the vagaries of mood and whim Onsernone paints  
upon her skin for witness, and (with lifted pen) to winnow- 
thresh in text; a time (instead) of waiting, watching for each  
 
next new achingly revealed, to perform my (scripture’d)  
task, set it free. One could pooh-pooh the idea, snort, claim  
in cynical retort that any scape much like the other. To say:  
 
High Wild and (with a shrug) conjure (supposedly) an image  
of same, in space and/or time. Yet: Is thine mindscape mine?  
And/or could mine ever a pure replica conjure of such a one  
 
sculpted on Gaia’s outer (face)? Here? Perfectly pointedly  
here? Pooh-pooh if you must, Reader, but ne’er did this  
(true) Nature e’er mine eye envision; each nuance her own,  
 
just as each human form so elegantly unique or each flake  
of crystalline snow differs from exquisite neighbour. Generic  
Beauty? On your life, never! Existence one thing, and its  
 
(intimate) knowledge another, and the bridge between the  
two greater than the whole of summed parts woven in  
textural threads (via Huxleyian modes of being bespoke).  
 
However, here (as much as any jolly where), I find the span  
stretched to finest spider-spun skein in the source code’s  
live act to manifest (plain); like Butterfly struggling damp- 
 
veined wings from stiff cocoon to release, this the very  
relevance of (subtly) constitute substance. Well I know  
that language can never hope to approximate anything  
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like original (vision) (in skin) so worth every moment of trial  
(and thereto error). Such it is (and/or so have I discovered) –  
self-sensory delight takes ceaseless (return) flight in the  
 
writing and its ever-over reading, re-working, re-forming.  
Take care, Reader (this I warn) – for what I include in  
this journal of journey’s never-end mayhaps differs with  
 
successive perusal (as too Reader to Reader returned –  
eternal, it may be, like Nietzsche’s final word?). To wit:  
A famed penchant have I for redrafting, recasting, rephrasing,  
 
rejigging each sprig of resplendence set before these eyes.  
(‘Hold the presses!’ consistently cried.) Nor am I alone:  
Scholars lifetime employment (and giddy delight) have  
 
invariably found in comparing Whitman’s (evolving) Grass  
between its first publication and (his) last (Leaves’) lights-out.  
But enough digression. Let us return to the mark on this  
 
Canto’s current page: That once it was that a time existed  
that I knew not of Onsernone’s existence. Nor, too, her  
way of being thinking feeling flowing through which text  
 
could be woven and spun. A time when unschooled in  
and unclimbed past her contoured slopes was I (one within  
the other, like Saturn’s sparkly rings, nestled spoons or  
 
coeval fishes, solitary fusion’s consumption by a collective  
of consensual souls), to stand tall on valley heights, face 
(whether) North South East or West (as low ingratiate) –  
 
and note her statement of intent (contractually signed)  
for endless interconnectivity beyond gullies and rumples,  
contingently aligned in a patchwork’d stitched coverlet,  
 
those farther constituencies seamlessly engaged, amorous  
participant in an entire web of mountain chains found  
roundabout; in each direction and even more in between –  
 
a web of peaks, troughs, broad or axe-cleaved, squeezed,  
stretched, (finally) seen. The Many (valleys) of the One (scape)  
amongst ridges fore and aft, like a crocheted nursling’s quilt;  
 
‘tis this witnessing sight I brought the higher I clambered  
Peloso’s hundred-foot pole. Never not a wrinkle in the babe’s  
wrap observed. For the child dreams quick, kicks, turns over,  
 
catches a whim in Dreamworld and is off running; small  
toes delighting to greet the shoulder of the giant, wriggle up,  
over to be rib-tickled by scrabbly beard, giggle as tossed  
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aloft in aether’d air, caught over to ever begun again be.  
Consider this: If Mother Gaia tries to settle the changeling,  
sooth and smooth its blanket, never not will it continue to  
 
spread, wave upon wave of hills (high), vales (deep), each  
and every watershed gravity-tugged to sea. Yes, Reader.  
All this I saw, still see. But before seen: ‘Twas a time, once,  
 
long years past, when even the signifier Ticino had yet to  
grace these lips. Till Grace herself sought to place it there.  
Yes. ‘Twas a time I knew not what now I do, a time when  
 
treasured places in heart were still to become, for ground –  
fallow a long while – to know the time had come to plant  
its seed, dark truth to nurture, urge to grow welcomed,  
 
request conceded, long ‘fore any fruit conceived as arisen  
from source unnamed. A time well ‘fore these landscapes  
a-scripted in a yet-to-be discovered Book of Voyage, for the  
 
contours to take shape in psyche, for continental plates  
to collide with the force that created these mountains in  
selfsame first place. Shattering, it was – a fact likewise  
 
acknowledged. And shorter, the time taken, years rather  
than millennia; tumult begun, successive waves in a jagged  
knife-sharp blanket were the peaks bearing down on Soul;  
 
Zeus alone wielding the sword, slashing this way and that –  
carving, sculpting narrow-valley’d grooves in Life, a life’s  
time (in this skin). Sawn, each southward stroke through  
 
rambunctious ego-territorial terrain for the flight of Soul’s  
river-run; indeed he (if not I) had heard the spring’s sigh  
from deep within (my) mountain redoubt. The whisper soon  
 
a torrent: Take me home, home to sea … But: Through stone?  
Heavy, solid, difficult to hew – yet through stone the only  
way it knew. How long to smooth a life to more uniform  
 
grades? To place all causes and conditions ripe for plucking  
(synchronistically) in a line of random dominos? To tap the  
first – oh, so finger light – watch it tip, topple into its brother,  
 
on and on, shunting dreams ne’er ‘fore dreamt onto centre  
stage toward realities unwritten on any page? How long before  
an inner Onsernone becomes, for her geography to be mapped  
 
upon a heart, scouted out in topographies (1:25000) outlaid?  
For the scroll, upon the old oak bench, to host inscriptions  
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of personal terroir? Thus: Imagine, Reader (if you can, in a 
 
narration of imaginings unimagined by this writer’s younger  
hand), a village of stone, houses thereof (roofs, walls, floors)  
flanked by more thereof (paths, hedges, drains), overarched  
 
by one and same (cliffs, peaks, escarpments galore), perched  
above a forgotten valley road, precariously above a fjord- 
thin lake. Imagine: A way wending up past (what else but  
 
stone) church, between tall (ditto) terraced walls, moss’d,  
shadow-draped, cascading sunlit ferns browning off (now) 
with seasonal shift. Imagine: A plaque honouring a famous  
 
writer, or standing beneath a gnarled Chestnut dedicated  
to renowned poet. Imagine someone proclaiming this place:  
Dichter Dorf; telling of all creative souls whose place of exile  
 
sited here, to sit in silence, catch the scent of Onsernone’s tenor  
on the breeze. Not the first, nor last, to hear her siren’s call,  
no doubt. But here, in text (the one you hold now in hand):  
 
Can you feel it? Even if, as I, you were unaware of existence  
(herself) or even the existence of all (before) who had her  
subtle story told (and more)? How to describe, accurately,  
 
the gathering dusk without knowing it? How to share in text  
the misted veil slipped through past the churchyard ford?  
How to acknowledge the echo of boots on cobbles (warm)  
 
as Hesse’s Stufen climbed, each Knulp-worthy hoof planted  
firmly, solidly, audibly after the other along a path’s slow  
unfurl toward Marianna’s crone’d centennial door? How to  
 
explain the stab to heart when the cottage appears round  
next (last) corner, and with the Mother’s imprint fresco’d  
to wall? Only one word to volunteer (and yet this waxing  
 
text contains how many thousand of cousins redundant?).  
Nor ‘tis it a word gifted from my (or her) mother tongue,  
yet finds seamless translation in this place of language pure.  
 
A word to use when climbing inner stairs to (one’s) Self,  
to a tiny balcony (wrought), window on a world (iron-railed)  
which looks from stone, past stone, onto stone, to a distant  
 
redoubt, still as standing stone. Sheeted in thick-Beech’d  
slopes all violet, all russet, all still.  Here found: Die Stille –  
sentience sunk in deep-settled stone. No less no more be 
 
needed to bind home to home, to find it. Right here. Within. 
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To search deep for lore’d chamber at mountain’s core, say:  
Through your eyes I see myself. Hidden Treasure. Love’s Labour.  
 
Ne’er lost. Found. So to a day, Reader, a day before the one 
on recount above (such it is when the rhizome loops back  
and forth upon itself along lines of ant-army’d flight between  
 
tubers of memory-stored import); a day even more years  
past than the one on (current) record. Such a day when  
I knew not my guide, in person, vision or voice. Only as  
 
an unseen hand jagging a fishhook in heart, tugging where  
when in space (and time) it so-decreed I needed to go. So: 
To the day long years past when the hand, in urgency,  
 
tugged firm. Firmer than e’er before. Away from Fate  
torn bloodied and ill to Destiny (unclaimed) to fulfil.  
The hand reached out from Aether unseen, held before  
 
it a sharp hook to breast, a-keen. Fast into the chest jagged,  
wince unremarked. Could it be that fresh pain unnoticed  
given the quantum endured until then? It mattered not,  
 
the line held. A fish may thrash its restlessness this way  
and that, but still the hand tugs, tugs hard, reels in the  
day’s catch. Call heeded – sooner or later – at some level  
 
of psyche, body brutal, thread taut-pulled, unyielding in  
conviction, direction. This way, it said. This way Future  
lies. Car, faithful steed, pointed its nose South. South to  
 
find me Sun. South it drove, through mountains dove,  
to lakeshore ne’er ‘fore seen, line on map ne’er ‘fore read,  
finger smudge in wrinkled page, name pinched in folds  
 
blotched by inked lament. Here, said the hand, here will  
you heal. In sight of snow-capped peaks, at the edge of  
silent depths, bounded by a flurry of unruly forest greens.  
 
Something in the healing called. What voice sung on Wind’s  
income tide? Peace sunk deep within Helvetia’s subtle bones  
(long before peace, sink, goddess, or the subtlety of bones  
 
formed the sum of conscious lexicon in any sentence of  
mine). This the source which sought to outreach, seep up  
from plunged stone, full fathom five lifted to a park bench  
 
quayside, where this one sat (as ever), pen and paper beside.  
Peace, die Stille, mountain above as mountain below. Sun  
kissed a thought-bruised head, Wind wiped a tear-trailed  
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cheek, while Grace observed (in matronly melancholia),  
and murmured her request in the ear of one forgotten valley …  
Yes, forgotten she stood on Time’s far western border;  
 
although her waters wended to identical lake, their plash  
and burble went unheard by (this) untuned ear. That here.  
Here it would be. If anywhere, then here. But who to know 
 
(then) that Onsernone lay so near? That you existed, if not  
yet told? Now we return, Reader (by other ant-army’d  
meander), to another day years past, but chronologically  
 
post- the first. A day in Autumn in a valley daubed and 
flecked, swirled in an amazing technicolour dreamcoat  
of variegate ruddy tones. The unseen hand had done its  
 
busy Lord’s work – a bevy of intertwined hooks was the  
repertoire of choice in our unsuspecting (familial, by this  
stage) rhizome. Yet each and every one came together  
 
(to form a single whole) and bring latency home – via a  
singular moment in particulate place. Ripe for the telling,  
so too perennial thanksgiving – dear Reader, the map  
 
we now consult that of a personal universe, its (auspicious)  
existence myth’d, fresh-traced in ink. Oh, Nostalgia! Wield  
my pen well, these recollections to add to rift valleys in  
 
the parchment, Joy’s tears the only smudges in these grimy  
creases; ‘tis a well-worn scroll, never-end, that lies before  
me this morn, covering a table’s length or more, its story  
 
written as it reveals (itself), lived as it unfurls past sensate  
sight. Like the wended ribbon of road hugging a stone- 
draped hillside disappearing round bends ever-followed  
 
by the curious. Yes, Reader: Trust the name of the game  
ever-played; and, as such, a time when Ticino a placeholder  
in consciousness (was) for a snatch of southern Swiss terra,  
 
but not this outer pocket of geologic misrule hiding behind  
a dog’s hind leg, saddle bag sagging below stirrups torn and  
rent, tucked away crevasse that she is, bygone western flank  
 
of dialect-riven desire, wedged up against the voluptuous  
curves of her bellavista neighbour. Yes, a time now past –  
having found it in the first place (just like the Bunny Planet  
 
it was there all along in the care of sweet Queen Janet) –  
all because of a singular moment in time; a singular intersect  
with autumn colours and torrential rains. ‘Convergence’:  
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I now know the phenomenon to be called (in Malakut-speak). 
‘Tis when all causes and conditions mature (or, in truth,  
conspire, breathe as one) to bring of their own volition,  
 
at their own Knulp-generative pace, a simple family excursion  
into touch with the absolutism of universal purpose. So  
it was, hence Nostalgia’s desire to pen a Canto to the season:  
 
The season the time the place Marianna called us home.  
Green Man bored (of that I am sure) with the serious tone  
adopted – the delight I have to tell tempered by how  
 
brief the moment afforded to know (not) Destiny stood  
on the threshold of consciousness calling us on (and in)  
(to home). Thus did savvy unseen hand feel the need to  
 
murmur in several ears gleichzeitig. Tug (in brief) assorted  
actors into position fit for (symphonic) stage production.  
Of course it had to be – how could I alone be trusted to  
 
know, given my (historically) (poor) reading of the signs?  
Each therefore called to play his, her or its part in this  
unfolding of tale (of existence), its own history (in concert  
 
with ours) to begin, that I could (now) (finally!) this Song  
(of praise) pen. A year (or more) in the conscious making –  
the previous Autumn, to be (Thomson and Thompson)  
 
precise. This ever the season of beginnings, endings in (our)  
annual calendar. As the leaves begin to turn, as Equinox  
fades day to night (and with it heat, light), as Sun draws  
 
closer his seasonal shroud, remarks the distance from (this)  
hemispheric sight, the coming days weeks months, so too  
do we feel (my Beloved and I) the call within without, to  
 
twin inner-outer knowing, to join what was and is to what  
will be – as psychoid unity (synchronicity) – to heed the  
signs of ages (and sages), to prepare the ground (of Being),  
 
to sweep the garden (any size) for new babes to arise. No  
bell need be tolled for said psyches to begin a nest to desire  
(to prepare), to find (firstly), (then) move in. So it was that  
 
Autumn long years past when the valley road discovered,  
its nomadic concourse sailed, dark glistening gorge observed,  
ruddying forests rejoiced; and then the kick in the road  
 
stumbled upon, the hook (of selfsame unseen hand in stark  
bitumen’d fact) back up (and round) to the right. There,  
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said the hand. There lies hallowed land. Still no thought  
 
(surface cognition). No ripples ruffled Tranquillity’s pool  
a pleasant afternoon to enjoy (that here the threshold of  
home unfurled). Too busy ensuring toddler-sticky hands  
 
removed from heritage crystal (or claw-flexing cat on chair).  
And as others chatted, whiled away the dictates of (Swiss)  
social custom, requisite Toddler commenced a game (with  
 
a threshold no less). (Believe me, Reader, I shake my head at  
how the symbolic turns literal in the unseen hand’s embrace.)  
No less no more required. Jammed fingers and strident cries  
 
my motherly fears (at that juncture) of the opening/closing  
of said (timber) structure. Yet how, why? That this particular  
trope the one to begin (and end) it all? That this the threshold,  
 
over the first (threshold) to cross, to reach the one within,  
that this the one to be surveyed? ‘Twas nought more than  
a simple step over, through, to a small dark room beyond;  
 
but this the door of play? Open, in, close, babble; open, out,  
close, repeat (ever with mother beside small padding feet).  
‘Twas on the third loop in said chain of inane connectivity  
 
that I heard Marianna’s spirit speak: Here in this place, in peace  
shall you sleep. No more counsel passed her stone lips. Ah, 
but what more needed? Called home on that twilit eve,  
 
a call once heard, ever to heed. Four hundred years had  
she stood her ground; to how many in that time had she  
offered her blessed hearth? But in thanks did we begin  
 
with her (blessing that day) Love’s slow dance to share …  
Reader: You may recall that in Summer’s final verse my  
mention of Grace (divine), her gifts sublime here round  
 
adored, for ‘twas her desire to call this valley home first.  
‘Tis for this (fact) we give thanks in Autumn’s (initial) coda,  
returned to start, the simple gospel of Joy known at heart  
 
now fresh-expressed, never-ending possibility of unending  
praise in text. So for a last time, humour me; allow the  
fortuity to uplift again what I intimately feel, for my inner  
 
to come outer in song. Yea: Each time I look into the heart  
of this valley I say: Grace. And each time I hear Wind call:  
Join me, I say: Grace. Each time I smell warmed embers of 
 
burnt Beech I say: Grace. And each time I taste ice-crystal’d  
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mountain water I say: Grace. Each time I touch soft needles  
on ancient Larch I say: Grace. And yes. Each time, each time,  
 
in each place, each place, I feel Grace sear my heart with  
her branding iron. To remind me to give thanks – to You,  
my most gracious unseen hand. For this gift, this life, this all.  
 
 

 
 
 
(2) 
 
Many a time there is when I, far from this valley home,  
stand at another window on the world to watch the passing  
parade. Yet ‘tis one filled to brimful (or more) with heaving  
 
cleaving Humanity. Bitumen’d, concreted is this domain,  
far from shores of high alpine wild. Low are these lands –  
in name, (so too) colour flavour presence peace. A world  
 
of one species alone, its dominance and thereto all within  
its reach. Out thrown are babe and bathwater in allied  
breath, overthrown instead with the cloak of control –  
 
pick a point, any point in history and you find it just the  
same. Same-same, but different: A preeminent mantle,  
winter-wide, -long, -deep its preference for commerce,  
 
clapboard, business, brevity, adept at heeding nought save  
a like-language’d tongue. All painted, parchment’d, slap- 
dashed in and out – wall of human manufacture erected  
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(by some) to safeguard the realm from all unsanctioned  
incursions. Only those deemed functional, to sate familiar  
pleasures, serve longstanding rituals, granted (reluctant)  
 
admittance. (Just ask Benjamin’s Angel of History; well does  
he know that of which I speak.) Beyond those city gates?  
‘Tis a jungle out there. (One can almost see the shudder  
 
of the fearful and fervent.) Tiny are the nooks/crannies  
in stiff-creased taffeta of this sovereign’s skirt where sweet 
Nature may lurk. Tiny they must be for the tiny to dwell  
 
unseen. Yet what should/could I tell of alternate climes,  
chimes, where Gaia and her children see fit to soft-snug  
attune, commune in a cheery Choir of the Commons, rich  
 
kaleidoscope of fragrant-arched pigment, with all-inclusive  
vim? Where, through good luck and/or good husbandry,  
long years of watching, learning, serving the All, complete  
 
and utter dominion avoided, in fact seems to have never  
been actively sought? Whereas, here, in the midst of bitumen,  
must I give rise to whimsically wonder about (non-) happily  
 
ever-afters a-seep from prised-open pores? Rather would  
I close eyes in repose, back in Onsernone’s hearth to transpose.  
Ah … Immediate the transition – and yummy chestnuts  
 
roasting on the fire? Such a pungent welcome – thanks be!  
(So it is when heart seamlessly accords with transmissions  
harmoniously channelled.) The slide swift now (post-Amici  
 
feast), down and into immersion – soft. Land I in Mother’s  
rumpled quilt itself, soft? To wit: A soft-begun morn do  
I find myself (in), where soft-announced is the season’s  
 
shy approach (in skin). As with the eves, donned cloaks of  
mist-risen weave to keep the foretaste of chill at (soft) bay.  
Inzwischen, though, can colour far from mute be found –  
 
Joy holding sway in each crackling, burnished, in-your-face  
leaf, fire leaping from within, without, to the glowing smiles  
of all beyond the veil who bear (soft) considered witness;  
 
della Croce’s visage no lime-wash presaged, instead pink-washed  
its (dawn) cliff this day as Sun, ever-alert, peeks over the ridge  
(behind), slaps a ruddy paintbrush to an eager upturned face –  
 
far from harsh Autumn’s requisite light, refracted by dew  
lifted from night-dampened slopes. The all of the All fog- 
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filtered, pastel-pretty in perennial picture dawn, dappled  
 
in melted rose-molten gold. To all this I wake and thus lie 
abed flanked by the (soft) calibrated breaths of three boys,  
eight legs; such is their prone welcome to a blue-skied start  
 
in another perfect day. The shortest of limb soon eschews  
sleep to creep, crawl forth, to the crook of arm (soft-slow);  
together to observe our far from the (far) madding crowd  
 
conjured Aussicht pur. ‘Tis his counsel I seek, consult at a  
moment so-destined, difficult as it is when accosted by desire  
to choose a favourite tree (in this favoured time of year).  
 
Has he a preference on which to lift leg aloft as I (leash- 
a-wield) hug an affable girth? Should the gong go to Larch,  
perhaps, with her needles burnt gold and brittle by first  
 
frosts? Constant companion of my way up to Passo della  
Maggia, stoic standing stone (sentinel) species along our  
sacred Ridge of the Dead, holding firm, roots entwined  
 
around (down as well as through) the granite-coddled caves  
of Ancestors marching the (long) way home to the Stars?  
Or should I praise the tumult of Beech (high wide forest  
 
riotously punched into Ruscada’s hide); thick-grown is each  
strand of transplanted hair in this giant’s crown, the canopy  
fit to burst in a cacophony of flaming rose-violet-brown?  
 
As (ever) wide, high, as my window on the world is the sight  
which greets a ne’er jaundiced eye. How can the beauty of  
season be any better chromed? Ah, but then I hear Klingsor  
 
in an (earwig’d) ear recalling how much he loved Summer  
just been – the need to capture the vibrancy and lustre of  
its skin his question most compelling on lips (self-answered  
 
by an idiosyncratic, overcrowded, concise, and jagged brush  
script). But what’s this I hear too? A whisper from further  
than breathing grave above? Look, says he, to my last letter  
 
that last (great) Summer for a clue (indeed it was to Louis the  
Cruel). Verily did I yearn to paint Autumn too! Desperately  
I knew she awaited my pinsel (as she does your pen – these  
 
wands of faithful Magi within). Her stubbled fields, wine- 
berries plucked, a priori perfection encountered in delectable  
farina bona, polenta and more – corn toasted, roasted, sizzled  
 
and singed. Oh, to witness the crimson of forests singing  
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their last songs before Winter sleep! Alas. Alas. Too weary  
the Stufen to climb. ‘Twas not a path I was destined to tread.  
 
Pray: Tell all in a palette of painterly words instead. Needs  
be done from memory; thus was his counsel from beyond  
the beyond. As indeed ‘tis the sum of my reality when distant  
 
from the actuality of glorious window, to rely on faint vision  
before an age-weary mind’s eye. So it is that when far from  
home I find myself surrounded by concrete’s (blind) sight,  
 
I feign to let myself drop (as CG was apt to report), to banish  
the city’s wicked sensate sounds in commencement of the  
plummet (for this, I mean the journey South). Like HH in  
 
his artistic company of conversation partners on a passage  
East, I heed to never lose sight of the faithful Leo. Servant  
of the assembled? As if! Revered guide whichever direction  
 
van Diemen’s barque takes for our Book of Voyage to speak.  
So do I make the trek. The first, last. Again, in heart. One  
and only. Now done. Well do I see Amici come to inform  
 
me (of their knowledge of the Way). Before them (outlaid)  
my increasingly pleated and wrinkled, dog-eared and worn  
map (yet never doubt its contoured quilt to keep resolve stout!).  
 
Hold it out I do before their stellar sight and see the nods  
of agreement of the route to be followed. Home to go. To  
the home beyond all homes, source of all waters, sacred Pool  
 
of our (one) Great Mother. Thence, in ever-season of liquid  
light, thence to make pilgrimage (HH, listen well, ‘tis not only  
in the East that Soul desires to dwell), to the centre of all Being  
 
(everywhere, nowhere, union of all times as you yourself  
revered), to the highest of high wild with blessings on tongue  
and sweet stone of autumnal blush tight within my grasp.  
 
Trailhead and all markers, existence known (now), always  
retold (within) these eyes (wide open!) closed; concrete claws  
dispelled, heart’s door split asunder. Pool imbued by henna  
 
hue stands before me (in blue wonder). But to out it in text?  
Not yet ripe the time; its story destined for a different Song’s  
praise. (In the Elemental Canticle we shall follow Water’s  
 
winsome ways). ‘Twill a song to which all actors in (astral)  
performance (Grecian choral proportions) herewith invited be 
(as HH his League of like Nations engaged, lighting candles in 
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the wall of recognition a-thrall). From source to sea (awed),  
along thread of Light sung stunning bright – this envisioned  
memory of Pool’d colloquy I shall leave you with this night ... 
 
 

 
 
 
(3) 
 
Whence I (originally) hail, Mother’s Day (May) an autumnal  
display of celebration replete, as any other, with blooms deemed  
appropriate to the season – in this case, exuberant crinoline  
 
Chrysies. Fancy: This is what Antipodeans of my particular  
persuasion colloquially call the genus, but Chrysanthemums  
are more regularly nicknamed Mums. Simply shared, this  
 
piece of news, by-the-by, for their symbolic and cultural  
significance not the (primary) purpose of remarking their  
(seemingly) perennial presence in our pocket handkerchief  
 
garden. One season, early in residence, I must have bought  
some punnets – with memories of my own dear Mother  
(and her special day, no doubt) – to place in the soil atop  
 
the wall, but have no specific recollection of when. Yet now 
each year, to my amazement, I find all standing tall (again),  
wide of smile, bearing happy bronzed teeth (one and all),  
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Beauty in compound inflorescence. And while local custom  
suggests to bring Chrysies to loved ones’ graves (on Samhain,  
for the dead, All Souls refers), I prefer to stay (my way) with  
 
the down under delight of Mother’s Day recalled – each day  
devoted to dear Mother Gaia, opportunity for praise, pause,  
extended applause (for our sublimely winning Mum of All).  
 
Astonishingly, with me in this quest (as well as Green Man  
cartwheeling around with renewed bell-ringing glee, plus  
sweet Wildmännli busy weeding with grinning hairy’d feet),  
 
another Cousin of the Commons (latterly) arrives from  
civilisation’s far distant past. Tao Yuanming – long has it  
been since the fourth century (post-Christ) saw your existent  
 
light of day. Yet Chrysies sacred in your lore too (then as  
now) apparently? Requisite symbol of kin, it seems, that  
of the ‘noble hermit scholar’ preferring the modest life of  
 
country (squire) to the ‘corrupt machinations’ of officialdom?  
Cool. I’m right with you there, my friend. May I offer you  
a (ten-foot-square) stone hut in which to repair, a sacred  
 
(Chrysie’d) garden in which to intellectually contemplatively  
retire? Alas, no wisteria-entwined rock do I have on hand  
on which you may recline; fifteen hundred years has granted  
 
time enough to present more comfortable options for Poetry’s  
pen. Yet beyond (our grapevine-entwined pergola) you may  
still watch a passing parade of cloud; not changed much  
 
have they, I fancy, in the last millennia or two. Nor verily  
do they lie in the tales of where been (as well as what seen).  
Send them North, shall we, in vast battalions to the city,  
 
to pummel all that concrete and bitumen (officialdom) into  
submission? Nay. Stay thy offended hand, good sir. Remain  
here, in these granite-hewn walls, hallowed halls – blooms  
 
at your meditative behest, Gastgeber to your Four Gentlemen  
of lore. Let us share ink sticks, stones, and crinkly scrolls  
in my Dichter Dorf of divinity, alive with verse in celebration  
 
of crystalline proclivity. Nevertheless I plan to leave you to  
compose (alone) in our (fast-golding) Chrysie-hedged Green  
Room with much blessing. As long as you like, please stay!  
 
I know ‘tis your preferred place of recluse, the garden as 
your field of inspiration (and wine, too, from the berries in  
wait above your head); but I deign to climb higher, wilder,  
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beyond. For my inspiration lies in further realms of Being,  
the rugged and remote, vast and untamed (mansions of the 
blood – Lorca, are you with me?); to make mountains and  
 
my own Mind-Body one and (resonant) same. Yes: I know  
you understand; even though Dogen’s Sutra post-dated  
your perennial slumber, verily some (existential) equations  
 
(Archimedes’d) never change. So I take my leave of (this)  
land’s range. Such is dream dreamt, gentle Reader, in the  
space of breath. For yea: If she the season be above all others  
 
I prefer, ‘tis Larch’s doing, nought more. ‘Tis her glory,  
landscape-writ here in parchment’d heights, which draws  
my pen to praise more oft than any of her high wild cousins  
 
(profuse apologies called for, I’m sure). As simple as can be,  
my reasoning – for she bespeaks the purity of liquid light  
in leaf (alright, pedants, in this case, needle – yet I know  
 
I’m forgiven by the Lady in question who quite connotes  
my desire to alliterate Beauty at whim). Perforce, Larch:  
Each exemplar in your elegant ensemble, whether solitary  
 
or engaged in group bear-hugged Joy, stands (blithe-burnish’d  
sentinel in gold) to the pass of days through to Winter’s cold.  
Well do I see no need has your seed to turn more in colour  
 
than the subtle touch brought to molten seam commanded  
‘tween Heaven and Earth. No fuss; such is your peaceable  
reign, to stand Queen to valley crest domain. Each crown,  
 
mantle, a-flare, flaming candlewick ever-bright. A Godsend,  
to wit, on thick-fogged days to help the blind (in generosity)   
to sight; yet how you leap to the fore, too, on days of unending  
 
shone-through blue! I love to witness Sun’s gilt-soaked rays  
stream down della Croce’s cragged cliff, summon your allure  
awake – perchance, the glamour of auric cloaks soldered  
 
fast to Apollo’s beams, mirrored and mirrored alike, solid  
Heliotrope’d hillsides in perpetual Hosanna can I see with  
the clarity of (this) Big Mind’s eye! Ever my wish to hike  
 
up to the nurseries of younglings (alas no revered scribe,  
Yuanming, at my sweating side) this season of slow fall. Still,  
I’ll return with tales to tell him (and you, Reader, as well!) –  
 
tales of gladness to greet the mothers of such cheerful broods,  
wish all well in the snuggle of snows to come, sing up songlines  
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of babes’ lullabies soon to be snatched to sleep. No accident,  
 
methinks, that you, Larch, stand watch each passing year  
to the worldwork of Amici in high wild refrain. That, likewise,  
you shepherd souls from the Ridge of the Dead through portal  
 
to the Otherworld; well do I see how your trunks, gnarled,  
twisted, are fused with deep ancestral relics – scarred with  
the traces of longer-than now, your task marked in/tattooed  
 
to skin. So too do I know (and express Joy to know!) of your  
outreach (plain) to say Hello while a-pass through ranks of  
thick-armoured kit. To feel the energy of connectivity, touch  
 
of Love enjoined, how can I not help but stop and hold a  
moment of presence (shared) in your midst, to feel into the  
cone of your kinship fair? All of us (here in the space of us)  
 
for as long as it takes to effect resonance, twin, intuit sentience  
on each our parts. How loved to feel, become! Dense as Aether,  
as light as feather, rooted in the ground of homecome Ground.  
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Canto 4: Winter 
 
(1) 
 
As each day closes at the cease of dear Sun for a next  
new one to begin, so too does the year when darkness  
sets in. At its winsome advance ‘tis no other but Jack  
 
Frost we find eagerly bounding here and there – Old  
Man Winter’s nursling (can you hear his manic giggle?) –  
charged (as he is) with dusting first holiday snows and  
 
daubing hoar’d ice, setting breath to windows, etching  
fern crystals to glass, nipping noses (and toeses), readying  
all assembled hereabouts for the quantum of (unlit) days  
 
in his wake. Raw but winning the season mad Jack heralds 
(so my Mum used to say). Raw dawns the night, of mantles  
held tight, wrapt close to ward off the chills, announced  
 
on Wind brisk-whipped (eyes stung to tears and lips lashed,  
chapped). Yet laughter and icicles, the silly thrill of breath  
seen spoken, part and parcel of the magical mix for me;  
 
each yearly march up whichever garden path, ancestral  
memory kindled a-fresh. For ‘twas when I a wee thing  
were that I learnt the name of said mischievous sprite –  
 
although he sought neither to grace our family terrene  
too oft (nor too harsh). For the wee thing I were dwelt  
in a clime of (sticky) heat, light, farbenfroh mango, avocado,  
 
pawpaw (galore); our Jack more accustomed to invading  
settlements to the South (of where I hailed); recalled with  
a modicum of curious fondness (now) – our regular road  
 
trips down to highlands (low), some degrees’ distant (in  
latitude) from the persistence of (sunny) coast (lined) non- 
cold; clear too the memory of snow first time ever seen –  
 
a few specks of dandruff fallen from the sky (or the beanstalk  
giant’s woman shaking out her breakfast crumbs); therewith  
hot Milo always a treat, as well scratching a sign in the rime  
 
at my feet, or fogged windows halo’d with a wet-mitten’d  
hand. True, few and far between my meetings with Herr Frost  
till found (I myself) on fixed (and fertig) migration to Heidi’s  
 
alpine land; done and dusted the deal, thence to discover  
a few more tricks of the trade had he (up his sleeve) to vent  
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on Onsernone’s valley heights. A love-hate affair, to be sure,  
 
for all folk of Ticinese root; proudly displayed on cantonal  
crest (to boot) – red buffeted by blue – where the former  
(so the legend goes) ruddy face of peasant farmer shows  
 
at his flaming coal-red hearth, while latter the frozen behind  
of scorched owner (aforesaid). Such it is to dwell in stone,  
sit on stone, be roofed by stone – all accepted at the drop  
 
of a battered (stone?) hat. Another Frost (Robert by name)  
spoke likewise of his mountain domain – a bitter old man’s  
winter night passed he with wavering candle held to thin  
 
film of stars (narrow-paned was his window glass), therein  
(or thereon, depending on one’s prepositional penchant)  
to see all out of doors look back (darkly) in at his stare, to  
 
remind him he was (in fact) actually there. ‘Tis when life  
and death share the same breath, when the fragile seam  
separating what was from what will be grows perceptibly  
 
translucent as preface to longest night’s gloam. No surprise:  
Your choice of occasion to tell of the fullness found in dying –  
and indeed in complete Canticle sung have I shared what  
 
observed and keen-learnt on that score in (crescendo’d)  
symphonic tongue. Yes, You told, so I may see, especially,  
in this last quarterly shift before annual pendulum swung,  
 
dial spun round. Begun. Again. Imagine: So many choristers  
across the globe proclaim this particular threshold, liminal  
time of betwixt, between. For my part it’s called Samhain  
 
in honour of the heritage of my heart. Others may call it  
Day of the Dead, Calan Gaeaf, or Thanksgiving – for the  
harvest reaped – that which keeps the hunger at bay all  
 
the long months till Demeter’s tears full-wept, her earth  
rendered fertile once more. This the pivot on which the  
Old World turns, the Mother’s ability to sustain our need  
 
to feast as much as treat All Souls to their big day (night)  
out in celebration of (the fullness of their own respective)  
deaths, this particular life’s last (material) breath. So it is  
 
that the starter’s gun sounds to stunning effect, signaller  
of intent, by Green Man astride a gravestone of granite  
(and a-strum of Gypsy guitar) in the churchyard below  
 
Marianna’s melodic stoop. Calling all to fete and frolic,  
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I hear their response as joyous refrain, piped loud into  
slumbering ear. Hurry! Come join us! Up goes the cry.  
 
And who am I to not oblige? (Rising from my bed, head  
fuzzy with confusion …) For this the time of year when  
one assumes a raft of mute tones, hushed, sober sounds –  
 
homage well-paid to fast-skeletalling slopes. Ah, but such  
trope of little consequence to cheery cheeky Green Man  
with his boy- (and girl-) band of consonant Gaian souls.  
 
Any season ripe for the making (of merry) fuelled by wine  
(elderberry). And now on a Full Moon-swathed tract of  
(Jack-) frosted pillars they have taken up residence along  
 
the cemetery wall. Our verde Signore (fratello of Fedeli d’Amore)  
sits and strums (so too hums), while others magic flutes,  
tambourines, cymbal’d instruments of serenade for all  
 
troubadours this apropos day. What a party! Here they  
dance, there they bow, fill grails till they overflow, spill  
below to fast-frozen ground, chat about old/new friends  
 
nowhere (yet) to be found, wend-wind their laughter’d  
way around, peering at all names upon their requisite  
tombs. So too gathering each fallen fruit, bringing in  
 
the ripened crop, plucking every grappa-destined grape.  
All night it goes on (of course); ne’er prolonged can it  
be beyond (material) dawn. So it is that suddenly I hear  
 
silence prevail in the darkest moment of mystic night.  
Far past the time of witching revel are we, black hour  
of wolf slavering at little pigs’ door. Where (now) I see  
 
sentiero outlaid, toward hidden stairwell beneath Friedhof  
wall. Crypt-condemned are they all? Ah, be not fooled,  
Green Man confides. The way leads further, beneath –  
 
to the place where busy bees hibernally sleep, rest their  
weary world-worker feet in catacombs fecund and deep.  
This place I remember, amongst the roots of Middle Tree  
 
whereto once guided, where flesh made song (for a while).  
Blue-lit their trail, blue-throated are the directional lights  
for a procession passing before my sight. To wit: Each slim  
 
taper an Enzian; tiny bulb illumined within, transparent  
becomes their filigreed skin. Presently I connote the symbol  
impaled, and Green Man grins to see connection as made.  
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‘Twas not I but another (however) who threw back the  
coverlet ‘tween ephemeral (observable) tempo’d treasure  
and eternal mystery of One Life ever-lived, (hidden) in  
 
Gaia’s rhizome of Being (perceived). Revealed by a single  
man (written in CG’s immortal hand) when considering  
a simple Gentian’s undoubted high purpose; as irrefutable  
 
as Proclus’ Heliotrope busy at prayer is the satori of this  
bloom beaming so fair – the (crystal) beacon now lit in  
her sheath, script of Tao cradled in gold-inked streak.  
 
The clock chimes the hour; Green Man his stragglers  
corrals, to ensure a full complement disappears into the 
Howe (outwith the ground). Old Man Jung – ever you  
 
knew what lives (always) below decks, fleeting bud primed,  
eterno ritorno announced, when the time ripe to bloom again.  
‘Tis immanence from another perspect, transcendence  
 
(worldly), radiance full-acquainted with the fullness found  
in dying; Gaia’s outer skin indeed may dim to nought this  
season of (seeming) pause (perpetual) but inner life ever- 
 
glows regardless, deep-coddled by, snug-cuddled within  
her Starlight Suite (and yes, observable to our subtle sight).  
Dear sweet-bugled flower – the route through the year  
 
a maze outlaid which you needs be (yourself) traverse,  
but now an unerring straight line the concourse overseen  
back to hollowed hill; kind shepherd that you be for the 
 
regular return to the silence of the soil, leading all safely  
back to Persephone’s soft-etched realm, each one letting  
go (of the here, the now), welcomed homecome (afresh)  
 
to the shroud … Yes, Reader, as seen with waking eye,  
recounted herein for your wonder likewise. Imagine:  
A field of gentians skipped through months ago, now  
 
resurrected by Green Man’s solemn lute string’d vow;  
memory-lit by alpine Spring, do I see torches fan-flare  
from delicate throats, manifest the path for retreating  
 
souls (Elven, Human alike). Our troupe paints, forsooth, 
an animated face but no jig deigns our happy hippy (dude)  
to play this final blue enzian’d hour when return (he does)  
 
to enamoured guitar. A slow (though ne’er sombre) ring  
song begins (that cosmic resonance has agreed to sing),  
these pilgrims to chaperone through the ascent (swift) of  
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mist a-swirl, a-risen. Gliding do they find the fog hooks  
to trousers, skirts, bootlaces (too) mobbed, hastening all  
toward ship’s hold before (late) wake of low-peek’d Sun. 
 
The song (alluring) lures all, cannot be ignored (no less  
than a case of pensive persuasion); in a trice, Faerie-lights  
(winked) beckon, entice. Should I follow, like Lawrence,  
 
who reached for the torch, asked his own plucked Gentiana  
to guide him down darker and darker stairs to the dwelling  
of one (beauteous) Queen of the Night, in the crystal heart  
 
of Gaia’s sphere a-spin? Yea, DH writes of a place, of blue  
darkened on blue, from his (misted) vision in Bavarian dusk.  
But here in the outer world of Winter-crowned Onsernone,  
 
‘tis ever as blue, inner-outer ever the same colour, clocked  
hour ever of like hue. Hopp-hopp: Back to the underground,  
you brave beauties, withdraw now to the soil, the quietude  
 
of deep time sunk deep. As one after the other passes, to 
descend the chimerical well, Green Man effects outreach  
with brotherly care, mindful of the (best) way the warming  
 
catacombs of Middle Tree to reach. Return is just around  
the (next) corner, reminds he (the path a constant turning  
spiral); looped and threaded is each season to the other in  
 
the (shared) songline to which all belong, known since long,  
long-sung. Ready to manifest once more, this life (transient  
up through the soil), when Time tolls its (lowest) gong’d bell,  
 
twists the dial, for Gaia’s children to wake with fresh smile.  
But now, off you go to Persephone, daughter of Demeter,  
goddess of subterraneous chamber, where, alas, I know not  
 
how many pomegranate seeds, ruby-pearl’d sweetmeats  
of translucency, of which she partook (one for each month  
of her cloister down under?). Oh, never mind: I know that  
 
when e’er she returns to up over ‘twill Spring again be,  
‘twill again reign fertility. Thus do I shift these waking  
eyes to those of sleep, overlit by sidereal suggestions offered 
 
by Sky night-bright (no matter how cloying the mist a-waft  
at my feet), wistful smile yet gracing these sore-tempted lips,  
Green Man and his band to have followed. Soon occupied  
 
though is my mind with a wuthering field of dreams. To  
wit: Our tiny stone village incarnate in soupy fog, in a time  
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before existent time, in a place before perceivable now.  
 
Once it must have been as held in vision herein; where  
no paths lay between rustici, only grass and the rare way  
marker announcing undreamed-of locales a-far. As if  
 
stepped through (have I) into the Madinat of (collective)  
memory, one percolated up from the very dirt, imprint  
of some unfold (or other), chasm’d reservoir, chancellor’s  
 
exchequer, up-jumped from dear Persephone’s estate.  
Here, nevertheless, am I snug-ensconced, and while no  
daubed Mother graces Marianna’s outer cover, do I sleep  
 
as cosily within on a mat on flagged floor beside crackling  
(blue-shimmered) hearth. Once more am I a-dream yet  
within the (selfsame) dream. Awake I do (again) this time  
 
to a gorse’d and heather’d scape; verily it seems I revisit  
anew (backtracked a month or two) the heart of Autumn’s  
high wild; cragged granite-mantled heights appear before  
 
my eye, and discover I am not alone. In genial company,  
together with Amici kin, arrived have I back to Outerworld  
after (apparent) group expedition (removed to chthonic  
 
depths). The Full Dark full deal engaged (recalled, once  
returned from this dream within dream within dream –  
apologies, Reader, for the complexities deemed required  
 
by Malakut squires), for no image of sights seen, in truth,  
remains. All given up, cashed in, infilled by aether’d Void.  
Yet the Otherworld breeze up top blows strong, intent  
 
on a Grecian chorus song to skate toward my discernable  
ear – to tell of cult formed and mysteries taught all because  
of Granada seed. Millennia past, since such classics from  
 
mythology (vast) saw the light of (mundane) day. Regardless,  
I take it as read that germane habits so-formed live on in  
genii locorum along our (enzian-lit) (high) way; and, trusting  
 
to sacred interconnect lived (between Earth and Cosmos),  
know that somewhere in psyche hid lies (my) consciousness  
of same in the (un) conscious impulse, depth of material  
 
(S) elf (dear CG would know what I mean). The fullness  
resplendent in dying! Yes, Green Man, ‘tis wisdom we both  
recall, from opening bars to sonorous hymn, sung loud last  
 
Spring, our (here-aft) life death sharing selfsame breath in  
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such bevelled season of all Seasons’ close. Learned this tale  
(did I) at learned scholar’s knee, availing of warmth while  
 
waiting out year’s end alone, farewelling songsters to their  
underworld home, wax’d candle in Marianna’s hallowed hall  
stay’d, in honour of the evanescent blue flame doused by  
 
Jack Frost’s faultless breath. Assuredly, he came from uplands  
(gay), extinguishing each (gentiana alpina) wick skipped by on  
his frolicking way; each lithesome step (head to della Croce foot)  
 
(source to sea forsooth?) where you lingered in the graveyard  
to deliver encouraging nods to routinely robust work. To  
re-kindle Enzian’s flame, Persephone herself must purchase  
 
grant. The rhizome’s (re-) becoming, commence of (vertical)  
burrowing, activity defiant of stone-heavy gravity, some months  
hence. Till then ‘twill my candle burn low – wither, waver,  
 
quiver, quaver in its Chestnut-burred (meltworld) pool. Yea,  
but another wisdom shared at the learned one’s knee shall  
keep in the interim my heart star-bright (ne’er thorn-pricked  
 
nor broadsided by cavernous blue-misted-on-blue night). We  
still know a candle lit, said he, even when not directly seen.  
Indeed, the same principle holds true for life within the seed;  
 
unpresumed its condition to sprout. Still I ache with a quantum  
of sheer Beauty unseen (for surely I am seeing after all is said  
and done?); in Winter’s dark, in blindness (therefore) my humble  
 
witness shall abide, cleaved to each invisible gem gifted before  
Mind’s eye, percept of One Life’s delicious never-end, envisioned,  
lived, breathed into Being, at each turn of cerulean valley bend. 
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(2) 
 
Reader, do you remark how the old calendar’s keen to  
set out the days by which we begin each seasonal tale?  
For today is the Solstice, day of longest night, when full  
 
flush in our face beams Winter-dark deep. Yea! Longest  
night – how you come to us drenched in fast-risen chill  
steam, as Cimmerian-sourced dream. Like Bateson his  
 
nested minds, this you are (within Winter) (within full  
year) – nested within the larger, each enfolding (smaller)  
small, systems within systems in which the whole the  
 
redolent All. Here in thrall to a silk shawl (dampened by  
fog trailed about steep-svelte shoulders) is a fleet of spun  
yarn ripe for our (Onsernone) reap – these very months of  
 
recurring (nested) cycle as with any every other. Indeed  
Emerson it was, who was drawn to remark, that to the  
eye intent on truly seeing (the verity of) Reality, in each  
 
moment of the year is revealed (the purity of its) Beauty.  
Well did he most eagerly look into exact same field over  
and over to behold (each hour, so he claims, and swathed,  
 
one assumes, in seasonal refrain) a pictured view ne’er ‘fore  
seen and one which ne’er again (for his apprehension) be 
convened. Same-same but different; recurrence made ever  
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new any moment of my evanescent valley view. Emerson’s  
fact a seeming copy-paste to that which greets my daily  
eye from looking glass to Ruscada’s face. Whether seen  
 
or no (oft is white woollen cloud bent on bestowing its 
sheepish embrace), his/her visage the one I contemplate  
each morn on behalf of Glory (bound). Always with you  
 
as you are ever with me. So did I hear you teasingly say one  
(particular) subtle day (when across the emptiness looked  
I, into your serene countenance to spy). ‘Twas no accident  
 
methinks that (in extant intersect) I saw your Angel rise,  
condense, subtle shapeshift to aetheric presence before  
my eyes. (My) breath held, (its) lift suspended, witness  
 
to the practice of illusive perfection – wind, snow, all,  
unified from peak to sky; I am the vapour, I heard it cry,  
and I am as light as air. A frozen moment frozen in time  
 
now held in vision (crystalline) for considered inquiry  
by this (small) mind. ‘Tis Winter’s wonder writ I ponder;  
to see the (unseen) hand wrist-flick snow from promised  
 
land to (promised) land. Yet whether seen or no, this  
my portal, worldly window of clarity, through which  
blithesome encounters are daily engaged; bespoke is 
 
my Emersonian resolute absolute Real (yes, even while  
Green Man so far underground); accordingly, in the  
absence of another guest (or guide), let me entertain  
 
Thoreau’s friend, observing (as he, a day of die Stille pur,  
in aptly-named text Natur): ‘every withered stem and  
stubble rimed with frost’ making its contribution to the  
 
‘mute music’ of Being. Ah, sublimely expressed, what?  
How lucky can I be for such a partner in conversation  
in the stillness of this Silent Night, observing (still) still life!  
 
Yes, still. All subdued, at peace, asleep, a-slumber. For  
our longest night lies in the bosom of Halcyon’s Days  
when even Wind quiets her ardour, coquettish desire to  
 
caress, in honour of mothers who needs be prepare ashore  
their babes’ sweet wicker nests. Master Emerson: To you  
I dip my lid. And now, having hit a galvanized stride, keen  
 
as well am I to stream Han-shan’s deceptively simple wax  
on the demeanour of (his) Cold Mountain, while its slopes  
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he lyric-tracks. Thus do I watch a gentle Sun play cirrus- 
 
wisped hide and seek above our (one) (twinned) (crystal’d) 
Berg. And so too marvel at my (more proximate) view of  
garden-bare Fig, its flowers of snow; as well delight in  
 
attending to the (iced) leaves of mist gracing grapevined  
arbour (and thereto frosted pearls in place of any pungent  
purple fruit). Eat this, says Sengai, and have a cup of tea. Sure!  
 
I reply. This the time of fullness in emptiness, the relish  
of limitless Void within without, fasting my way toward  
lightness of Being, levitating Wordsworth’s winsome  
 
dew in picnic-perfect solitude. Perforce, quite successfully  
could I enthral myself (as he, and perchance you, too,  
Reader?) composing strings of simple haiku in celebration  
 
of the season; in one respect behoving the same principle  
as dear Dante dictated (the three-lined tenor of terza rima),  
though far shorter (and syllabic) than meter’d in (rhyming)  
 
schema. And, as I am already a tad off-key in interpreting  
Alighieri’s superlative poetry, why not dance my caprice  
in such fashion instead? Ah, but my nod to the Bard’s  
 
invention in honour of his evocation of the wonders  
revealed, splendours seen the further he climbs toward  
Heaven (supreme). Similarly does this song of praise bear  
 
witness to God’s encompassed Grace: Trinitarian and/or 
otherwise. No need to climb infinite Stufen to the beyond  
however, transcendence-immanence coexist, coddled  
 
(in my experience) right here in the lap of our consummate  
high wild. Onsernone our Beatrice: No more or less. Sheer  
bright luminous patron (-ess), Hagia Sophia, fount of wisdom  
 
and sibylline goddess in single blessed voice. Yet, desirous  
(as I am) of extolling her plenitude of virtue (just as one 
Comune di Firenze’s son was wont to do), as well as an ever- 
 
over encounter with her (Emersonian) essence to proclaim,  
I wonder: How can such gushing be reduced to a handful  
of syllables? Well do I stay my course, therefore, follow  
 
Dante’s direction (in this instance), attempt the deft tongue  
of ballading minstrel (all the while with Green Man’s guitar  
a-strum) to tell all, tell it well (and more). This the reason  
 
I enlist the epic verse form, its narrative style and verily for 
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which he remains my genie’d (bottled) guide. For although  
these stanzas may not (in rigour) comply to (any known)  
 
formal interlocked rhyme, with conviction they apply an 
own internal logic (and which I as writer am expected to  
oblige). All this do I humour in the spirit of Clive James’  
 
observation while translating his Commedia (divine) that  
‘rhyme-starved’ English a completely contrary proposition  
to its grande Italiano counterpart be; thus did hearty Clive  
 
(Antipodean, and as rebellious to the bootstraps as little  
Aussie I) free himself of the terza rima corset, to lyric (self-)  
liberate (in Shakespearian couplet, quatrain’d resonance),  
 
while I (herein) prefer to dance the advance of alliterative  
whimsy through the three-four time of a Viennese waltz,  
substrated with iambic foot tap (and thereto with thanks  
 
to Green Man for holding my back). Tap-tap-tap; shifting  
the conversation (in a segue worthy of Deleuze & Guattari  
ant armies unterwegs) of footsteps. Footsteps in Winter’s dark  
 
along village paths past walls tall as castle keeps. A: Tap-tap- 
tap – echo of my own, perhaps, or retrieved from tramping  
memory. The memory of one who walks ahead or behind,  
 
or even treks beside. Footsteps from the gloom of a Winter- 
dark night, feet which stand fast in their silence before their 
approach from shadowed stoop. Footsteps: The soft tap  
 
reaches ear a moment or two after sole pressed to (stone)  
pavement. So even if one’s own, it could be one is (self-)  
deceived. As if the walker (him/herself) a ghost, followed  
 
by (gliding) (striding) Angel, one quite at home amongst  
the (dead-of-night) living. Step by step, tread by tread,  
through a maze of alleyways, this the feel of lightless shade  
 
darkened by dark to audible texture. In the silence of the  
village, our task to confront the stillness with our own  
percussive presence; indeed have boots their own (inner)  
 
essence. So do I slow my steps, snug-encased, -enveloped,  
in an attempt to catch their (self-) leathered echo; each  
fulsome note reverberating from granite flags below  
 
(when contact made), bouncing from moss-dried wall  
to stone wall (in a play of subtle heel-toe ball). Slow,  
then, this midnight’s walk, to catch the call of Life  
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from a true Companion of the Way, one who keeps the  
small hours at bay. T-tap, t-tap, t-tap – arisen, loyal voice  
of cloaked foreigner found ... Look here: Arrived have we  
 
at last (planned – homeward bound) to Marianna’s lintel.  
Next segue beckons: Treading steps to her warming hearth,  
(small) library to the right, The Waste Land shelved therein.  
 
Who is that on the other side of you? Have they seen? Do they  
know? That as they walk beside, another presence hovers  
at my (other) side? Perhaps, says Shadow, hooded and in 
 
brown mantle wrapt, well-attached to my (tapping) shoes;  
but no concern at fact revealed evinced, instead leans in  
to read for itself the words as traced by (my) slender limb.  
 
Fear not, it murmurs (so only I perceive Song). Love is  
ever your Third who wants to come with (as a wend’d  
homecome Way is skipped). Any faithful Cousin (of the  
 
Commons) would keep our pilgrim’s secret as we travel  
the White Road shared. So it is, Reader, when the mystic  
heart disappears into its own question placed, becomes  
 
the question encased, although Eliot writes of his cognition  
‘stimulated’, arrested (to pen these lines), by a report of  
Shackleton’s Antarctic (mis-) adventure – that the (lost)  
 
expedition party, ‘at the extremity of their strength, had  
the constant delusion that there was one more member than  
could actually be counted.’ The italics his own; well did  
 
TS know the import of what he’d writ, what he’d implied,  
signified, hinted at; yet like Khayyam’s deft moving finger,  
having writ, moved on, and left unsaid, unsaid; such that 
 
yea, like Khayyam, no piety, wit (or tears) could convince to 
cancel out Truth spoken (in text’d suggestion) upon the page.  
Oh, my (quantum of) sublime (Lom-) bardic compatriots!  
 
Less than a lowly apprentice am I to thee, in thy Magi’d  
majesty, but riffing off your (present) wisdom (attempting  
a couple of pearls of own invention to string thereon) is 
 
Joy unto itself! A dervish dance of fancy do I engage with  
wordsmith’d whimsy while Green Man sleeps away (his)  
months-long Book of Hours – this our Winter-white secret …  
 
How much fun we can have in his parlour! Below, deeper  
than deep, the central organ of Sacred Mystery each poet  
stumbles upon as (discerning) (Self-) revelation (but never  
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the less for shared mystic percipience); as above, so below,  
and here am I lower than low, privileged to receive Winter’s  
Full Dark deal, more in than in … Like communion, I taste  
 
Your breath on skin, tongue, encounter Your heavenly  
thrum in the beat of solar plexus; like Tiresias perceive in  
my blindness Your blackest night, touch into Your (feigned)  
 
Nothingness, espy Your Suchness (scent) in fecund worm- 
turned Earth … This is when I hear You best – it cannot  
otherwise be! – in Winter’s duskiest deep, and when seen  
 
best are You, too: All senses streaming Your intent, Your  
Love, all bounded by Your sublime purview. Verily, inside  
(the silence of) surround sound there is nought but You.  
 
Not even (ever!) a me, although the I (of me) looks up to  
see this thought, frozen in the looking glass, in the stillness  
of (die Stille’d) night. Candle lit, another tome reaches down  
 
from the shelf to be read. ‘Tis Hesse. Demian (of course).  
What better accompaniment to the I-Thou conundrum,  
to encounter the philosophical (perennial) particulates of  
 
Soul’s Huxleyian mode of being? Sinclair sits-sketches-sits,  
communes with the face sketched, an image arisen from half- 
serious scrawls: This face had some message for me … was making  
 
some demand … appeared to know me as a mother, as if its eyes had  
been fixed on me my whole life … The candle at Madonna’s foot,  
in Helvetia’s blood red niche sputters, wavers, suddenly flares.  
 
Where do I look?  Up into the eyes of the Lady? Or face the 
window glaze of primal memory? Whichever: Therein lies the  
gaze, the only Light that cuts through Winter’s dark. T-tap,  
 
t-tap, t-tap – this time not I but the parade of those on return  
to the Mother’s womb. The ground opens, staircase thereto;  
in they go, returning to hollowed hill, each Enzian out-blown  
 
as Green Man brings up the rear, sings the Lullaby of retreat  
to castle keep, rhizome of Life now full-asleep in the palm  
of (his) bleeding hand. Tears drip from the few who remain;  
 
cavalcade missed by several (still a-cling to autumnal hue).  
Only some (slim) months of patient waiting on the mantle  
of the world for the world to shed its (patented) blue shroud;  
 
despair not. Vanished whence came, I/Thou now alone –   
die Stille of our Silent Night, Holy Night perfectly aptly named.  
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And with Joy of unsung song at heart, here, as sacred ordain. 
 
 

 
 
 
(3) 
 
The weather here comes from the West, which means the 
end of the valley; ‘tis a phenomenon effortless to remark  
when battalions of clouds march in assault on hapless  
 
Ruscada (whither could he/she find shelter?). Moreover,  
generally flanked are they by Wind, cheekily whipping  
Rain round della Croce’s shoulder to smack us (likewise)  
 
fair in the kisser. So it is when ‘weather’ hits Marianna’s  
walls – gust after gust delivering a torrent, a carpet-beating  
to this brave window on the world (hence ample are the  
 
sympathies with a Cold Mountain’s fate across the road).  
Said mirador, therefore, makes a glorious (après-onslaught)  
crystal clear lookout (of the non-chemically-cleaned variety),  
 
especially satisfactory for observing stunning lightning  
strikes dispatched to the tower atop Pianascio (which resides  
stage-left, along the ridge); that is, of course, unless hail  
 
the horizontal hammer of choice, at which point retreat  
cautiously called (on my sentry’s watch) down to lower  
level – to sneak a sniper’s glance out through the (relative)  
 
shelter of a micro-window fronting the room below where  
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a modicum of protection afforded by awning (stone slab  
wedged into outer façade); as well the generous recess  
 
of glass into same (a mere metre-thick are our centennial  
fortifications). Here I take to station, outpost of Empire,  
peer through Summer’s vines rent and torn (patiently  
 
awaiting a conditional Spring haircut). Mind, though,  
the tricks said blemished sight can play upon a brain;  
the way a branch rattles the shutter, or scrapes across  
 
a sheeted pane – the practice of same can quickly derange.  
Well do I recall Cathy’s (melancholy) refrain for passage to 
be granted to (her) home domain. On the air for Heathcliff  
 
did she moan (indeed had she lost her way); thereto spooking  
our poor narrator in a trice. Yet when weather proscribes  
a harrowing (wuther’d) night, any ghost of self-respect a-waft 
 
on the moors (or in our case, high wild) would a warming  
fireside prefer to resurrect the marrow, together with hot  
toddy (metaphorically sipped). While none has ever asked,  
 
of opinion (firm) am I that Marianna (in her mothering way)  
no hesitation would have to invite all (in) to tranquil harbour,  
as we too sanctuary were offered. No vapid listlessness or 
 
terror would render her cruel like the unreliable Lockwood;  
no shards would she impale in a hapless guest’s (non-) flesh.  
But see now – the gale has dropped, Sky’s reign deigns to  
 
feign companionable (long-term) spirit, zephyr-less at that.  
In brief are we cosseted in a grail of thick vapour which seems  
far from siphoning off anytime soon. Rain, too, keen to abate  
 
its wrath. But what’s this? Snow arrived in its wake! Fluffy  
flakes float down from Himmel unseen, as well sound unheard.  
None (it seems) keen on reaching ground or touching stone  
 
(knowing, as they do, how the Meltworld works); thus stay  
aloft, adrift, a-bob in midair; dervish dance their white-wool’d  
Sufi trance for as long as consequent descent can be powder- 
 
piled high, gravity defied (deified besides). I rush back upstairs,  
throw open the glass wide, stretch out o’er balcony rail to  
greet each exemplar which intersects my happy gaze. How  
 
to choose one (and not its brother), trajectory to follow on  
the slow road from Heaven to huggable Earth? Each a speck  
of crystalline dust, enlightened by Love’s devotional kiss –  
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uplifted from very Ground, ready to melt once fallen  
down, and there merge back with Gaia’s lustrous All.  
I hook to one’s flurried flight path from above to below  
 
(can I join you a mo’?), there to disappear into the breath  
of essence; so too swirl about, Mind dizzy with delight,  
till a neighbour (admitting indignation) cries: See me!  
 
See me! (hence causing to subtle float my, at least, sudden  
drop). No longer hinged to one, ‘tis better methinks to share  
a trilling choral tongue; this steady stream, multitude of  
 
filial kin, fleet of earnest extras in a Winter-wide passion  
play. Till all gravity-led, -fed, -dropped to paths and grass;  
joined, glued, fused (bemused), each content to become  
 
(an) other (One), whence collect’d commune’d Self greater  
(we know) than the sum of any/all parts. Yea – window  
on the world, what more tales to tender for our class  
 
Show ’n ’Tell? Not only for me but for a small hound  
by my knee. In this exact state do we (unwittingly) wake  
from fey reverie, to find Onsernone (finally) glamorously  
 
winningly white; already bekleidet (fittingly dressed for dinner)  
yet with no sign of cease (in her donning of charmed frock)  
for (at least) the foreseeable future. ‘Tis a (verdant) veneer  
 
of season full-spun, this apparel of afore-thought choice;  
what right then have we to suggest she cry halt? Enjoy  
yourself, Gaia! Assuredly are we comfy, cosy, lying abed,  
 
watching said ice-creamed delights continue to fall past  
(our) multiple feet; ample the flurries, almost butterball- 
sized the flakes; thick must be the quilt with which you  
 
drape our lucent ice-crystal’d ground. So wonder (do I):  
How soon till we may step from non-balcony into a fluffy  
feather’d down-filled cloud? Nothing for it but to keep eye  
 
trained for any opportunity that presents for a hop skip and  
jump, snow-cone vapour’d leap. Dog meanwhile returns to  
his (former) habit of import, snoring in the lap of an untuned  
 
ear; gladly do I maintain vigil alone; no greater joy than to  
be her smiling mirror this entire day long and late on to  
shroud of blue (silent) night. I’m here, but away (as simple  
 
as that); ‘tis just how Winter-dark lives in the sheer-film’d  
lacuna where Mind used to play. In another season to be  
Sun-drenched, now mist-riven am I, snow-snatched … 
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Self aether-expressed, residence of preference, lightness  
in an empty bottle my sole (Soul) message – there to go,  
shunt off without any cognisant thought whereto (and/or  
 
in what state) arrive, containing (as it does) nought within.  
No thought of stuffing a single (material) thing in its gagging  
throat, just tossed over the side of cliff, gargle of gorge, four  
 
hundred metres below. Off, gone, with a Ciao of fond farewell,  
non-existence its own passage follows all the way from source  
to smiling wu wei’d sea. Indeed, ‘tis clear that snow reclaims  
 
the whole world as her own. Should I point an accusing finger  
to the drift before my door as instigator of blatant desire to  
melt into a space far from melted in form? Desire, in this  
 
valley to feel so snug, a-nest (nestled), as one in white in light,  
sunk mergent coalesced cleaved? Such is the Gefühl after days  
of persistent precipitant free-fall spree, now that everywhere  
 
everything One again. All so fresh (frisch gebacken, immer beliebt) –  
till Sun (restored to his position of Chair) in sunshiny mood  
begins a meltworld job, in earnest, a-fair. Exactly now a next  
 
day dawns, clear-skied, pure, in bluest blue, whitest white,  
thereto confirming lifelong tenure for this season in silver’d  
question. Waking to wonderland, like Narnia whilst in the 
 
hundred-year grip of a wicked White Witch, ‘tis a frozen  
luminous splendour to sufficiently awe-inspire. Thus am I  
drawn to (again) enquire: Would it be possible for a Faun  
 
to happen by with parcels to cede (while in possession of a  
brolly) rather than our regular Post Lady in canary yellow  
van? (Fear not, my good man: Winter may be definitely  
 
arrived but Christmas shan’t be banished anytime soon  
from Onsernone’s festive agenda); in such spirit of forthright  
communion am I tempted to enter an Arctic queen’s realm  
 
through Alice’s transparent looking glass (or Lewis’ well- 
polished wood robe, mayhaps?); suffice it to say, ‘tis a useful 
distraction precious minutes to waste, in emotion’s uplift  
 
to butter-churned text (scribbled to journal on lap); pulled,  
tugged am I (by selfsame unseen hand) from the writing of  
Beauty to simple immersion in her bath (apologies here,  
 
Reader, for the gap in script – from memory recalled to  
memory lived, my pen can be a most cantankerous bridge);  
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to merge with the heart of felt world, this my sole (Soul)  
 
mission; still, documentation a more than worthy ancillary  
I find (such time in skin) so continue herein. Thus do  
I see Apollo crest his morning ridge, curtsey and greet  
 
each crystal in turn (rules of gentlemanly behaviour ne’er  
waver worldwide). First light touches the empty bowl of  
valley brimful and I’m drawn to wonder if all have slept well?  
 
As rock faces encounter Sun’s emblazoned trail (burning  
his way up the thick-frosted slopes), I turn to you, Trees –  
naked – to find your modesty this day quite sufficiently  
 
cloaked in last night’s snow-felled (-furred and -felted) mantle.  
Shall you answer the question (on the requisite adequacy  
or otherwise of sleep) or are only several reluctant species  
 
of (mammalian) creatures likely awake to consider the  
proposition? Truly do I know that you know the shape of 
Time, my forest’d friends, so leave you in peace to continue  
 
your hibernal slumber; return instead to conversation  
with dear sunshiny Sun (who never takes a proper breather;  
how’s that for a work ethic since Time begun!). Oh, lo,  
 
big bro’, ne’er do you discriminate. Each speck of snow  
outreaching for your touch reaps its cheerful measure  
of wide effusive kiss; I see how all stretch tall, immediately  
 
to be lit (indeed ask and thou shalt receive!), to be brought  
to instant incandescent life by the chastity of your Love.  
So too do I see shimmer’d frost shed from (weighted) tree;  
 
lifted by the breeze, clumps separate, wads of cottonwool  
fly free of self-constraint, shapeshifting (with no thought  
of lament for siblings lost to flight); solitary fragments –  
 
alone with the Alone, chaste is their fine-filigreed lace,  
wafting on (to own place- and time-defined) horizons,  
countless homes away from home. A moment, frozen – 
  
redeemed in sight and script for true-natured witness.  
So-endowed are we by thy matchless will. Paused, I wish  
my breath to be, soldered to yours, dear Sun, in uplift of  
 
Self to illumine the world each day. And oh, how I relish  
to commune, enjoin spirits of mountains waters ancestors  
flora and fauna beyond glass cocoon; bask in the (relative)  
 
warmth that fire in oven (below) affords as Wind (scenting  
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profit outside) decries to whip up a bevy of wild fairy-floss’d  
frenzy, flinging snow from Ruscada’s ridge up to Sky in her  
 
exuberance to be back on (active) duty. Mile-high, -wide  
and -long are her arcs of energetic proclivity supplied for 
my enduring (agape) agape; as the spindrift is flung aloft,  
 
spun, to wheel on foaming sea, frigid vapour throws she,  
to be caught by you, breaching Sun: Howzat? your cricketer’s  
cry; crystal bonfires flare in reply. The (aether’d) beacons are lit!  
 
Aragorn calls. And: Of course, comes the answer from horse  
lord’d steeds galloped in from the North. Sent skating are  
rafts of Kontiki snow by deft and dextrous unseen hand –  
 
in huge strokes does Wind broom the benchtop of existence  
clean. See her sweep the garden (any size), her practice of  
perfection writ in crowning largess. Surfaces, surfaces, I must  
 
have clean surfaces! commands she with all the authority  
of her elevated station (as opposed to the shrill banter  
employed by an AbFab-peevish Eddie); forthwith is all  
 
transformed (to cirrocumulus); last remnants banished  
with a flick of the breath – South. Like migrating cranes  
they stream away; ‘twas too chill for our liking anyway  
 
(the pout). Begone, her cry! Purity of tint, Sky and Earth,  
herewith (if only for a moment) required. Thus does she  
sigh, with the twee satisfaction of a morning’s shovelling  
 
done bright – blue the heavens, white the scape, simply  
no simpler can Beauty be (an affidavit to which I most  
certainly agree). Yes, this crystal’d palace – trees frozen  
 
by Time beneath aeons of azure – exuberantly heralds  
the coming of the snows; half a metre or more has been  
dumped by frozen cumulo-nimbi wedding train passed;  
 
so (pursuant to same), ‘tis time to head swiftly out to enjoy  
Winter for her own sake, bask in the bosom of hushed  
manger with every other (someone) awake. The season’s  
 
signature trek therefore unlike its brothers; in such itinerant  
times no high places may be scaled; quantum (and irregularity)  
of snowfall in avalanche-fissured terrain puts the best laid  
 
plans (of mice and men) on chronic backburner for several  
months (at least). So, on this eye-stingingly cold day, do we  
to neighbouring valley venture (Bavona its name) to skate,  
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fete its slim river-flattened horizontal plane a-wedge  
between thousand-metre high verticality (stoic standing 
stone-crowned). Little snow clings to these sheer cliffs;  
 
nor does much light enter the depths of valley floor –  
the arc’d odyssey of Apollo’s day can hardly crest such  
solid walls. In truth, what our family adventure has  
 
in mind is a march through blue shadow on a (muted)  
white ground toward a distant sunlit patch we (in point  
of fact) never reach (except via trance or in treasured  
 
dream found) there at the deep valley’s Neverland never- 
end. Nonetheless, we hear the vibrant call of diamante’d  
brilliance from a company of dizzying giants assembled  
 
(thereat) to join them this season of saturate crystalline 
pause. Cristallina, indeed, the name of one marvellously  
curvaceous bone-crunching peak (far removed), beside  
 
her manly love Basodino and his glacial sheath (busy at  
simulating Sun’s chiffon’d radiance). Said vista our guiding  
light while cold a-trudge in midday shroud of ceaseless  
 
blue-frosted night. Soon arrive (we do) at waterfall town,  
no more than a clutch of blunt rustici in the substantive grip  
of dominatrix ridge. No soul has passed this lip, a ghost  
 
an inhabitant too far (the quip); to be honest, snowshoes  
should have been our footwear of choice (but aren’t, so  
try to imagine, Reader, the extent of freezing jeans and  
 
damp a-shiver’d limbs all round). Since last unleash of  
fleece from Sky no human has cleared this stoop, nor  
the entire way ahead left furrowed print to mark sibylline  
 
passage thereto – like Machado’s foam trails upon the sea,  
we make the path as we proceed, yet drawn to consider  
(ever) the (remote) possibility of locating the famed rock  
 
that squashed the man (buried beneath whichever pristine  
drift). Notwithstanding, a tiny chapel do we sight further  
along the slope incline, requisite token to general direction.  
 
Still ‘tis a scramble, and beyond, all branches from trees  
lining the (non-) path bent low or broken, verily snapped  
in two (with the measure of snow meted the past 72 Stunden?  
 
Little wonder!); each is intent on guarding the Weg with  
an efficacy akin to the impossibility of storming Sleeping  
Beauty’s thorn-briar’d walls. You shall not pass! Gandalf’s  
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troops proclaim, each branch a wizard’s staff denoting  
complete dominion. Would that a Balrog could happen  
by (on a whim), sear a slim (prayerful) (molten) seam  
 
through the snowpack, thereby passage to concede. No  
machete have we – only resolve pure (like the good Prince  
Charming), (platonic) desire to admire (each footslogged  
 
while) the snow globe we find our bodily selves in, actors  
of soluble solution, (slow-) moving (in order) to agitate not  
the fragility of dome overarching. Silver-plated, sheet metal- 
 
foiled, this our granite-flanked chamber in which each tree  
defined by its bag of bleached matchstick bones. A-rimed  
in layer upon layer of hoar-frosted ice, such existence is 
 
delineated from blue shadows (which otherwise engulf),  
and intent on sending them back whence they (spectre-)  
(lustre’d) came. Indeed I feign to see (with a-fey sight) tree  
 
spirits, so deep asleep, withdrawn from stem branch and  
twig, sucked (like life from brittle hosepipe) back to the  
roots (of existence), to accumulate, like subtle spores, curl  
 
as deep-breathing dormice till Demeter’s bell be rung again.  
Onward we tramp, through the young Birch wood river- 
bound, regularly drowned by a-flooding waters (Spring  
 
and Autumn the grove’s correspondent timekeepers); ‘tis  
an arbour pearl-etched, that stretches forever, heavy-laden  
bower with alabaster’d icy-pops (ice-lollies or iceblocks  
 
in other regional tongues spoken). Leaf-denuded, this  
pergola frames the faintest blue of Sky far above the  
perennial shade of darkened valley floor. Even at midday’s  
 
cry no spire’d peak deigns give way for light to penetrate.  
Sun his match has met in these stubborn stone whales;  
no crevasse or cranny will they gracefully yield, renounce;  
 
if unable to pull himself higher toward apex, no position  
above mineral’d backbone avails from which to wink;  
banished is he from their (aggregate) scape. All we can  
 
ascertain is a far-off whitewash of lascivious regale, to tempt  
with what missed out there, beyond, in Light-brightened  
(real) world. Colour meanwhile chosen to daub the chalice  
 
herein arisen from the palest, most demure of hue. Perforce:  
Muted pastel blues and pinks like the soft quilt trims of  
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babes’ cribs – limed, creamed, faint, ever-so restrained.  
 
Finally (as we move along) a small snatch of turf does  
Sun indeed smile upon, stumbled on (ourselves) once an 
exit reached from the Aurora’n domain; here it seems  
 
the terrene widens a smidge, her cliff’d shield maidens  
less robust in executing fortress duties; looking aloft to  
find the source of same, we note the dip in ridge (so too  
 
stone cairn to guide Sun to right pitch), needed to (lowly)  
crest this receded hem from his most-southerly reach  
(Capricorn-tropic’d). Suddenly in this space, all is lucid  
 
splendour. White, silver, every radiant shade thereto,  
no longer shadow-dusk’d in blue. For the first time  
unveiled squiggles in the scenery, lines liminally defined;  
 
contours contort that ne’er ‘fore tangible seemed. Such  
it is to stand in Light, and let Light navigate our magic’d  
sight. Cliffs burst to explosive Life, manifest a well-proven  
 
palette of consequent colour: black smoke purple soot  
beige chalk auburn amber copper bronze. What vibrant  
tint at the flick of celestial switch! Nor is the true blue  
 
of Sky an absent lover; empowered by each sunlit ray 
ingested, depths of cerulean become our immediate go- 
to friend (like faithful dog at air-borne heel) – how apt  
 
the named jewel of Heaven’s cast be! Promptly, I see  
contrasts strengthen, bolstered by each largesse of ecstatic  
imprint permeating little eye (in persistent excitement to  
 
retina-spy). Branches all deeply black against the virginity  
of snow, like the slopes above (ridgeline-carved) – as if  
Edo-era woodcuts incisor’d to the vault’s blocked ground.  
 
Glistening tint of incessantly smoothed flint, polished by  
ice, embraced by Sun’s kiss. See the trees foliage-stripped  
atop the giant’s head, for all the world like a barber’s visit  
 
netting a three millimetre close-shave for the monk he  
would behove (next time mantle grudgingly donned).  
So too observe how each slope subtle in outline be, caves  
 
within cliff walls ready to be probed; their entries torched,  
as if a cheery welcome sign put out for shy creatures  
seeking haven from Winter-dark night. Turning my gaze  
 
back to more horizont vision (at the very least to give  
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craned neck some respite), I comment a teenage Beech  
to still be frocked – some ruddy crone-wither’d leaves  
 
crackling on the breeze. Did you forget the fall to earth,  
return to fecund mud (as she), (re-) submerse into the bog  
of all Being? Still, I give thanks for the variation afforded  
 
in colour, texture (also as she) (here, Reader, I meditate  
upon the stature of blessed ascetic, Saint Mary of Egypt).  
Like Ibn Arabi, I know, that only via me do I Suchness 
 
see. Thus do I behold Beech reflect its central Self same  
as the emaciate Mary; well did she reprise to monk agog  
(by name of John, who turned away his fearful eyes) that  
 
she no genie conjured be, but altogether of earth and  
ashes (from Genesis), thereby sensate flesh. Hark now,  
Beech, with this I verily agree that likewise too are you  
 
(stardust-) cloaked. No sound punctures this introspect  
thought – silence pure do we here encounter. No bird  
no speech no panting dog no laugh. Even the creek has  
 
forgotten to burble beneath its frozen pontoon. Hushed,  
hibernal, hallowed, reverential. And, as well, we – once  
homecome this (silent) night. Such does my impatience  
 
grow for our return – forewarned by (current) clarity  
of Sky, of startling (stellar) brilliance to come. Yet, this  
fact needs be must wait a while (for Sun’s lights-out) for 
 
back to present moment am I and diary of direct report:  
Here we have found it, reached the object of our quest –  
the conclusive rock that squashed the man. ‘Twas some  
 
centuries past that he met his fated Fate (in a wrong time,  
wrong place sort of way) for it seems a craggy Goliath  
hurled a colossus at a companion peak’s intransigence  
 
which must have missed (or rebounded) and plunged  
below to valley floor (such is the assumption of my un- 
time-travel’d witness). Herewith to find itself in perfect  
 
(unlucky) intersect with poor Marcello wending his way  
home from the meadow for tea. Indeed does the plaque  
wed to its stone skin remark the lad’s demise as well as  
 
graphically describe efforts taken by tribe to free a requisite  
complement of (two) crushed legs. My own visage contorts  
in (suitably) referred pain. Nonetheless lucid he remained,  
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accepting kin’s farewells and a priest’s blessing before  
closing weary eyes to forever sleep. One huge boulder,  
tonnes in weight, is set before our ken. But far from giant  
 
(by a giant thumb’s reckoning), this rock a mere pebble  
of Cyclopean proportion compared to the behemoths  
chucked about over aeons in vast legions of riotous fun.  
 
Look here: To the ones finding service as rustici walls,  
or roofs to cellars excavated below floor; others are flat  
(spacious) enough for an entire hamlet’s vege-gardening  
 
needs – ladder-accessible, far more than sufficiently safe  
from rabbits a-ravage if you please. Plethora of megaliths  
strewn hither thither (which human soul could hope to  
 
shift these inexorable unhewn bricks?); and each meadow  
crossing the entire length of valley brings another Titan  
and his retinue into view. One wonders (as a result) how  
 
only a single exemplar managed to intervene in human  
destiny to ill (rather than beneficial use). Is compassion  
a trait of these mountain gods; did a simple (accidental)  
 
slip cause the ‘oops’ (‘sorry’) unheard by weeping mother?  
Questions that remain unanswered as we turn toward  
home; look at poor Pabey – stoic frozen hound (as he is)  
 
a-tremble on the bitter ground in direct intersect (as it is)  
with four padded paws. ‘Tis a hot hearth which awaits  
when returned to fold, past Marianna’s welcome threshold.  
 
The flick of coal embers (breathing, aglow) in stout wood  
stove encased in (stone) redoubt (surprised?) paints both  
memory precious and birthright to come for members  
 
of family now safe indoors. But as the collective huddles  
around said flame (tingling fingers outstretched to irradiated  
same), I head upstairs to magical mirador to greet the fast- 
 
looming night. Already the afternoon late by Sun’s soft  
reckoning even though the clocked time is barely mid-.  
Here stands tall Tree Keeper in the corner of turreted  
 
frame, village sentinel, tree shepherd worthy as any Ent  
ordained; silent mentoring godmother of goodwill, she  
who runs connection’s cable to Ruscada across the gorge.  
 
Together standing in solidarity; each a sovereign fedeli for  
Peace, Love and the Light of Grace alive to the touch of  
retinal embrace. ‘Tis to their glorious train I’ll hitch my  
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(little blue) wagon to greet our white on white on white  
(shared) approach to sentient night – sky ground trees  
cliffs mist me, all returned to the One of (white) Light.  
 
This the full bowl that gifts greetings reciprocate to my  
care (to gift on), empty of it-my-self, ever to receive Your  
blessings in duplicate, triplicate – on, on, on again, on –  
 
shimmering volley of (white) tennis-balled Beauty. Paler  
grows Sky before a blue of Blue Hour’d fame, backlit by  
the train of Sun’s set past a furthest non-seen ridge (of  
 
della Croce’s oblique); vapour trails splitting Heaven wide.  
Whitewashed (well) by (gentle) snowmelt mist, blue may  
be the hour (as lyric-described) each eve this (lyrical) time  
 
of year, yet ‘tis when I look to Onsernone’s heart and see  
Light, at home, in Winter’s dark … Could it be indeed  
possible that our Song is now sung? That the year now  
 
closed, death to all fore? Ah, but not aft: This the day of  
Gregory’s last calendar’d chant when midnight tolls the  
hourglass of annual measure. A week plus we embedded  
 
here been, stone-silent; all have slowed, mellowed, settled  
(including a skittish quadruped a-nap upon an unmade bed),  
sunk in Onsernone’s Book of Hours (wrapt) (and un-clocked).  
 
Where conversation, each with the other and as a group  
rich, valued, voluminous. So too as experience shared,  
successively subjected, to inform scribed Canto likewise.  
 
Over all this activity an Angel a-watch, and each cloudless  
night have I (too) relished midnight-waking, to commune  
with (other) stellar friends in (otherwise) outwith depths.  
 
No matter how often eyes grow heavy on my watchman’s  
watch, always reciprocate the inner urge to prise lids wide  
in witness – to greet, mirror Joy (as is my constant task)  
 
back into Heaven’s face, into the heart of You … Sana!  
sing the clouds in praise, tossed, tipped from peak to peak;  
on dusk this last best day of another last best year, as birds  
 
begin their (last) flight (toward home), so too I turn to You.  
Ever do I know between the here and the now, there is then,  
and then is there, still waiting. Like Pabey stands at Juliet’s  
 
balcony door (also in thrall to window on the world), whence  
You (ever-Romeo) soft-call to him too. How many billions of  
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Stars light the Weltall tonight? Shall we count them for You?  
 
Nay, my hand stayed; Sandman beckons, this head to lay to rest.  
Beyond frozen glass, frozen cliffs safe a-bed in slumber’d nests,  
wrapped beneath a jewelled blanket of mystic-bevelled Sky.  
 
Moon shall stand watch on my behalf, luminescent mirror of  
lover (Sun) – the more pregnant she grows thereto my Winter- 
dark passage is bright. Thanks be to her, and to all: Goodnight.  
 
 

 
 
 
(4) 
 
There is an Angel in the church tower at watch over  
the village beside its tolling bells; his/her (or even its)  
gendered (or non-) presence did I note with surprise  
 
first evening arrived for our week of die Stille (familial),  
hereabouts known as the blessed Yuletide. Immediately  
remarked, this fact, and finding him ever there each  
 
dusk-darken’d eve (for whatever reason, Reader, our  
Angel’s form suggests to me a fellow’s bearing), and  
with no inclination it seems to move on from said abode  
 
(temporary or no – how can I tell?). Perhaps at some  
point he will, to a next Termin or work detail, but for  
now appears quite at ease to share the peace sunk deep  
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in our Paese’s subtle bones. Indeed, ‘tis also conceivable  
our Angel was, is, ever shall be constant, a long-standing  
compadre to San Rocco all centuries shuttling forth and hence.  
 
Imagine, though: Precisely now have I had the chance  
to apprehend his (im- or) permanent station, all because  
of a singular light illumining belltower each Winter-dark  
 
night. Eminently possible, no doubt, that stands/stood  
he (as ever done), silently, tranquilly, about his perennial  
watch – yet simply with the ignite of requisite kindling  
 
an opportunity afforded to actually perceive (again like  
Ibn Arabi am I ever-aware that only through me can I  
anything see). Assuredly, the alternate may also be true –  
 
that he simply took up his position in the belfry coincident  
with the Christmas decorations unpacked, like a stowaway  
snuck in (perhaps), proximate participant in a species-specific  
 
geo-cultural-religious festive occasion. Thus he observes  
from solid campanile host, peers down onto cobbles many  
metres below in contemplation of the rare specimen of  
 
Humanity going about his/her regularly-engaged (irregular)  
acts. ‘Tis never many who are out and about, nor with too  
much going on; ours a quiet village when all is said and  
 
done, and at this time of year more mute than most every  
days. But this does not bore him (in fact, I can’t imagine  
such an angelic response; emotion surely beneath stature?).  
 
Each night that I have him seen, shared we the same  
greeting, like repose (prayerful hands, head bowed low),  
forms reciprocate; in honour I ventured haiku to compose,  
 
as a welcome offering to our modest valley estate. Nothing  
has stuck, though. All attempts at clean garden-swept text  
felt ‘stale in mouth’ (Basho’s caution heeded); so am finally  
 
compelled to succumb to matter-of-factual reportage thus:  
On the face of San Rocco’s discrete and sovereign bell tower,  
the one fronting our window on the world, our arched 
 
and iron-railed non-Juliet balcony from which I acquit  
my nightly watchman’s task, hangs a festive Noël star.  
Unlike its counterpart (ruby-red) which is strung above  
 
sentiero below, to overlight the passage of pedestrian to piazza,  
this one plainly glows, all white in light each Winter-dark  
night. Plugged into a socket (somewhere campanile-relevant),  
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this means that within the belfry itself, a connection to  
electric mains must remain in place; rather than remove  
the bulb from fitting therein (which I assume required  
 
for the verger to safe-climb its loft each brass-polishing  
while), so too this lamp nightly illumines the bells. For any  
or all reasons so-described, implied is the fact I an outline  
 
espied – a form, figure facing our direction, with flowing  
hair in the shadows and a bowed prayful head. While I  
have no idea how this trick-of-the-light can be contrived,  
 
it surely derives in part from the organic shape of bell’d  
apparatus in its (lofty) tree-top tower turret. Regardless,  
from the first I knew it as an Angel, saw in this form our  
 
angelo villagio and made a sketch of his likeness to confirm  
my intuition, to which we both are signatories to a covenant  
of shared knowing (Irigaray’s way of love and recognition  
 
reciprocate refer, dear Reader). Blessed Angel – you may  
only be discernible from a single side, the remainder of  
your embodiment may rest ausser limelight (as well your  
 
‘face’ unknown to me, a reverent outline is all I can see),  
but well I feel your presence, indeed know how you stand  
and watch, suffused-suffusing in like measure, the requisite  
 
peace humming up from Gaia’s earth, from Onsernone’s  
spirit of sacred place. Well do I feel how you stand watch  
above a simple festive ornament of season, share the Joy  
 
said Star sends out into (proximate) world for all to witness,  
its symbolic message to heed; well do I know how high you  
stand above, behind, guardian of its missive and steward  
 
to its tidings, guide to its way and the Tao of Love’s Grace.  
Out, out and beyond flows the fire, of Peace Love Joy to  
which we aspire, from campanile beacon (in the practice of  
 
its own perfection, nothing less than sublime) – lighthouse  
never dimmed, so too ne’er a-blink or a-flash; unwaver’d  
in lustre of unending share. Constant as Peter’s rock is  
 
campanile, star, and you – trio of faithful Companions of  
the Way to which I, Tree Keeper, as well Ruscada, would  
feign hitch our triumviral allegiance thereto (while della  
 
Croce offers the steadfast Peter to be, rock-holding our back  
with the rest of La Creste). Replete with blessings circulated  
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amongst each partner in Gaian sanctity, devoted is our  
 
interconnect to (Self-) sovereign solidarity. Greeting you,  
exalt Angel, giving thanks for your honour’d Presence;  
each eve when lamp lit putting hands together, prayer 
 
mirror’d (each midnight ‘loo-stop’ too), before farewell  
in dreams to follow … Well do I know by the time that  
I awaken you long will have flown till next our Sun sets …  
 
Enough for now, of praise and thanks for taking up our fine  
residence. Your song shall I tell (in Onsernone’s final suite) well;  
reflecting the Glory in eyes, supped from heart of vale divine.  
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Eterno Ritorno (Canticle’d Coda) 
 

 
 

There’s a feeling I get when I look to the West 
And my Spirit is dying for leaving; 

In my thoughts I have seen Light of Love through the Trees 
And the voices of those who standing looking … 

 

 
 

Ohhhhhhhhhh – she’s (still) climbing a Stairway to Heaven … 


